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Dear ,
 
Thank you for your information request of 5 December 2016.  Aberdeen City Council (ACC) has
completed the necessary search for the information requested.

 
Re: Energy to Waste Plant, East Tullos
 
In connection with the above-named proposal, I would like to request copies of the following
documents under Freedom of Information legislation:
 
a) Financial Options and Investment Appraisal
b) Business Case for the East Tullos EFW plant
Please see attached.
 
Please note that third party names and personal details, as well as the names of ACC Officers
who are below Head of Service level have been redacted (blacked out) from the attached
reports. This is because ACC considers that this information is excepted from disclosure. In order
to comply with its obligations under the terms of Regulation 13 of the EIRs, ACC hereby give
notice that we are refusing your request under the terms of Regulation 11(2) in conjunction with
11(3)(a)(i) of the EIRs.
 
In making this decision ACC considered the following points:
 
ACC is of the opinion that Regulation 11(2) applies to the information specified above as the
information in question is personal information relating to living individuals, and the applicant is
not the data subject.
 
ACC is of the opinion that Regulation 11(3)(a)(i) applies, as ACC considers that disclosure of this
information would be a breach of the first Data Protection Principle (that personal information
must be processed fairly and lawfully). Third parties and ACC Officers who are below Head of
Service level named within the attached documents would not expect ACC to release this
information about them into the public domain under the EIRs (or the Freedom of Information
(Scotland) Act 2002 (FOISA)).
 
We hope this helps with your request.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
Grant Webster
Information Compliance Officer
 



INFORMATION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR REQUEST
 
As the information which you requested is environmental information, as defined under
Regulation 2(1) of the Environmental Information (Scotland) Regulations 2004 (the EIRs), ACC
considered that it was exempt from release through FOISA, and must therefore give you notice
that we are refusing  your request under Section 39(2) of FOISA (Freedom of Information
(Scotland) Act 2002).  However, you have a separate right to access the information which you
have requested under Regulation 5 of the EIRs, under which ACC has handled your request.
Please refer to the attached PDF for more information about your rights under the EIRs.
 
 
Information Compliance Team
Communications and Promotion
Office of Chief Executive
Aberdeen City Council
Room 1-24
Town House
Broad Street
ABERDEEN AB10 1AQ

foienquiries@aberdeencity.gov.uk 
01224 523827/523602

Tel 03000 200 292
 
*03000 numbers are free to call if you have ‘free minutes’ included in your mobile call plan.
Calls from BT landlines will be charged at the local call rate of  10.24p per minute (the same as 01224s).

www.aberdeencity.gov.uk
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1. Executive summary

1.1 Introduction
Aberdeen City Council’s current waste management arrangements were established
in 2000. Since then, a new legislative framework has been introduced and more
demanding targets set that will require substantial changes to be made in waste
collection, processing and disposal.

This Outline Business Case (OBC) examines the current position, and proposes
negotiated revisions to the current waste processing arrangements provided by SITA
(UK) Ltd, and new procurement(s) where necessary, to meet more demanding
national performance targets and to mitigate future cost pressures.

The OBC identifies a potential solution (the reference case) combining a number of
waste processing technologies. Based on generally conservative assumptions, the
reference case is believed to be practical, deliverable and the most cost effective of
all the options considered.

Although the reference case identifies a specific mix of technologies it is not meant to
be prescriptive - the actual solution or solutions offered by the market may be
different, environmentally better and more cost effective.

The reference case demonstrates that “do-nothing” is not an option, and that at least
one, better option exists that will help the Council meet its long term waste
management objectives.

1.2 Background
In 2009 as part of the Council’s wider 5-year Budget Plan initiative, and arising from
the Councils formal Waste Strategy, the service started a formal Zero Waste
management project to deliver performance improvements to address national
targets and mitigate future cost pressures.

A formal management structure was established to direct and deliver the project,
including :

• Zero Waste Management Sub-Committee
• Project Board
• Project Team
• Specialist support / external advisors

To date, the project has delivered proposals for a new optimised collection regime,
which was approved in 2012, with follow-on approval to develop this OBC to identify
future waste processing options.

Aberdeen has one of the most buoyant economies in the UK, and a catchment that
includes a mix of multi-occupancy properties (over 50%) as well as suburban and
semi-rural properties. The new waste collection regime has been selected to
maximise participation from this housing mix, and to a degree pre-selects the waste
processing technologies that will be required in future.

At present all waste is managed under contract by SITA (UK) Ltd and includes
Kitchen and Garden waste bulked and sent for processing at New Deer, Recyclables
processing carried out within the City at Sclattie and residual waste bulked and
hauled to landfill at Stoneyhill near Peterhead. The combined collection, recycling
and disposal cost in 2010/11 was £17.405 M
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Population and household numbers have remained stable in recent years, with only
small changes in total waste arisings (tonnage) year-on-year. This has shown a
downward trend, thought to be due to reduced packaging measures being introduced
by industry and more recently because of reduced economic activity as a result of the
national downturn.

Improved collection arrangements (like the introduction of food waste collection on
2010/11) and the impact of local and national education and awareness programmes
have influenced customer behaviour such that there has been a gradual shift of
material away from residual waste to the organic and recyclable streams.

Recycling performance in 2010/11 was 31.7%. This is some way short of the national
target of 40% but consistent with the performance of other cities with a high
proportion of multiple-occupancy housing, where recycling performance is typically
poor, and can be difficult to improve.

1.3 Strategic Case
There are several policy drivers for change:

• EU Waste Framework Directive
• Scotland’s Zero Waste Plan
• Waste (Scotland) Regulations 2012
• Aberdeen City Waste Strategy 2010-2025

Together, these point to the need for significant improvement in recycling
performance, and reductions in the amount of biodegradable material going to
landfill.

The regulations include specific targets and (in some cases) deadlines, bans and
exclusions for the collection and treatment of particular material types.
Environmentally preferred treatments and processes are also identified.

In Scotland, local legislation has changed regularly and may change again in future.
Some targets are statutory and others are “aspirational” and do not carry the force of
law.

Local targets for Aberdeen have been based on statutory requirements and are set
out in the City Waste Strategy as follows;

• Recycling: 45% by 2013
50% by 2020
56% by 2025

• Organic: Collections for all households by 2013
• Residual: 45% (or less) by 2020

40% by 2025
• Landfill: 5% (or less) by 2025
• Growth: Waste arisings (gross tonnage) stable by 2015

The Strategy sets out a realistic objective for waste recycling, but it is recognised that
this is less than the national “aspirational” national target of 70% set for 2025.
Experience elsewhere in Scotland, the UK and Europe in cities with similar multi-
occupancy housing mixes has demonstrated that reaching such very high rates
becomes progressively more difficult and disproportionately more expensive. The
approach set out in the Strategy seeks to strike a balance between what is
realistically achievable and affordable, given that no new recurring central
government funding support for waste management is currently available, nor is any
planned in future.
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This approach may carry some risk in that a future Scottish Parliament may require
and enforce high recycling rates, as has already happened in Wales and is being
considered in Northern Ireland. However, informal discussions with Zero Waste
Scotland (ZWS) and government representatives has suggested there are no plans
to do so in Scotland, so at present the risk is considered to be low.

The Strategy identifies the desirability of developing local processing facilities in or
near the City for green waste, kitchen waste and recyclables

There is also a requirement to examine sustainability, environmental impact and
socio-economic issues associated with the project and opportunities are identified to
contribute to carbon emissions reduction, provide support for fuel-poverty initiatives
and provide local temporary and permanent employment.

1.4 Economic Case
The economic case identifies a range of potential technical solutions to address the
issues set out in the Strategic case:

• To improve recycling performance
• To reduce the quantity of organic material sent to landfill
• To reduce landfill tonnage
• To provide local solutions for kitchen waste, garden waste and recyclable

materials

Selection of long list options is influenced by the requirement to support the proposed
new collection regime, and also mitigate the risk of contractual challenge associated
with the SITA contract – either an anti-competitive challenge arising from any
negotiated change, or a contractual challenge from SITA as a result of full or partial
termination.

Potential for partnership with Aberdeenshire has been explored but there is little
prospect of a shared approach being developed in the foreseeable future. ACC’s
SITA contract agreement specifically excludes waste from other authority areas, and
re-negotiation of the contract to include a wider catchment would almost certainly be
deemed anti-competitive by the regulator, and could be forcefully terminated.
Aberdeenshire have recently concluded a separate contract with SITA for residual
waste that caps tonnages, and leaves no useful headroom for processing ACC
material. Officers from both authorities meet regularly and continue to explore
options, but no practical solution had been identified at the time of preparing this
OBC.

Options have thus focussed of ACC-only solutions and have been pre-screened to
exclude any that are considered “undeliverable” – including those that would rely on
a partnership with Aberdeenshire.

Options Long list

In broad terms, options for green waste, food waste and recyclable materials fall into
3 types:

• a “merchant” solution where raw material is sent to an existing plant for
processing

• a new local facility provided by renegotiation of the SITA contract
• an open-market procurement for a new local facility and termination of the SITA

agreement for that material.

For food waste there is a fourth option - to send the material to a specialist
processing facility, using ZWS preferred Anerobic Digestion (AD) treatment.
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The combination of the best ranking options for each stream taken together form the
preferred technical reference case.

Costs
Detailed cost models were built for the baseline (“do-nothing”) option, and for each of
the options in the table above. The models include for

• changes in waste arisings and stream profile shifts (more recycling)
• collection, transport, processing and disposal costs
• overheads, management costs, procurement costs and income
• capital investment (where required for site acquisition & access)
• inflation and other cost pressures

The cost models do not include for capital investment in new process plant as this is
assumed to be included in the all-in gate fees used to cost each process. The
development of the gate fees is set out in Appendix 5.1.3
Costs have been projected over a 25 year period to assess the overall cost/benefit of
each option relative to the baseline, based on a series of assumptions which are set
out in the report and in Appendix 5.1.5.

Cost comparisons for each option have been made against the baseline option (“do-
nothing”) as a convenient benchmark by which to judge the relative merits of each
case. In practice, the baseline does not represent a realistic scenario in that the
Council would be very unlikely to “do nothing” in future, but the baseline is a useful
measure against which the other options can be assessed. Any benefits identified in
the cost modelling process are relative measures, and do not necessarily equate to
absolute cost savings. This is discussed in more detail in the main report.

The outcome of the cost modelling confirmed the ranking identified in the technical
evaluation. The Reference case is as follows:

Reference Case:

• New, local windrow composting plant delivered within SITA Contract (G2)
• New, local food IVC plant delivered within SITA Contract (F2)
• New, local MRF (inc. glass) delivered within SITA Contract (RC2)
• Interim export/processing of waste , delivered within SITA Contract (R4/5)
• Resolution of site / planning / financing issues for procurement of Energy from

Waste (EfW) facility in Aberdeen. Delivery around 2020 (R4/5)

The reference case, based on conservative assumptions is projected to show a
benefit of £8.527 M compared to the baseline over the 25-year period modelled.

Sensitivity Testing

The assumptions have been based on conservative estimates and sensitivity tests
have been carried out to assess the impact of different (and in most cases more
optimistic) scenarios. In all cases examined, the reference case is preferable to the
“do-nothing” option. Further details are set out in the report.
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Reference Case status

The reference case is not meant to be prescriptive – the actual solution provided will
depend on detailed negotiations with suppliers and is likely to be different particularly
if a supplier is able to identify a better and more cost-effective solution during
contract re-negotiation or procurement. Although new local facilities are proposed in
the reference case, negotiations may prove “Merchant” solutions to be more cost
effective in the short term, although these may also carry some service continuity
risk.

The reference case is offered as a demonstration that a practical, deliverable and
affordable solution is available, that the project is worth doing, and is preferable to
the “do-nothing” option.

Caveat

Although a reference case is identified, it is recognised that the cost estimates for an
EfW plant (based on gate fees) would benefit from more detailed review, particularly
a detailed, “bottom up” costing based on construction and operational costs for a
specific plant located in Aberdeen.

This is beyond the scope of this outline case, and should be developed as part of the
next stage of project, to further validate the business case for this waste stream
before progressing to procurement of an EfW facility.

1.6 Financial Case
The Financial Case considers the best means of financing the Zero Waste Project.
The main options relate to the source of financing. Within the existing contract, there
is the expectation that the contractor will fund, develop and operate facilities on the
authority’s behalf. This funding would be repaid through a gate fee. This mechanism
relies upon the contractor either using its own cash reserves or borrowing on the
commercial market. In either circumstance, it is likely that the cost of funding
charged to the Council is higher than that available to the Council.

The contract allows for alternative funding sources, including funding provided by the
Council. This mechanism has been widely used in contract variations to date where
modest infrastructure spends have been incurred.

This mechanism is considered to be beneficial to the Council, providing borrowing
capacity is available but this is unlikely to be the case for the largest investment, the
EfW plant.

For EfW, funding through the open market via a service provider is considered the
most cost-effective method available. However, the current state of the financial
markets and reluctance to lend other than to very low risk projects is understood to
be creating difficulties for other local authorities and their contractors, attempting to
secure private capital for similar schemes.

The scale of the proposed EfW plant in Aberdeen (which is relatively small compared
with other UK EfW projects) may also make borrowing difficult because of the higher
perceived technology risk of smaller installations. Although it is hoped that this
position will ease in the coming years, restricted access to private finance may be a
potential difficulty in future.

Some contractors may have access to internal finance but relying on this approach
alone for the EfW procurement could restrict the number of bidders coming forward
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and lead to less competitive pricing. It might also be construed as anti-competitive
practice and attract a procurement challenge.

Consequently it may be necessary for any substantive capital for the EfW option to
be raised directly by the Council (estimated at around £60M). This may lead in turn to
a more complicated procurement, and have a knock-on impact on the Council’s
overall capital borrowing limits (and hence risk constraining the corporate capital
programme) from about 2017, depending on when EfW is programmed and when
construction starts.

It is concluded that separate financial strategies should be developed for each group
of project investments – those requiring funding within the next 1-3 years, and those
requiring funding later (EfW in Aberdeen) within the next 5-10 years.

A solution for funding projects within the next 1-3 years is proposed, by using
uncommitted revenue spending to support capital financing. This may require re-
alignment of budget savings targets if this option is to go forward as these savings
will no longer be wholly achievable if this approach is adopted.

A solution for funding EfW in Aberdeen may be more difficult. There is a choice
between contractors raising private finance for project investment, and recovering
costs as part of the gate fee charged to the Council, or the Council investing or co-
investing directly in the project. The former option may be difficult given the current
reluctance of capital markets to lend; the latter may constrain the Councils’ overall
capital programme, impacting on other services / projects. A more thorough review
will be developed once the OBC is approved.

1.5 Commercial Case
The Commercial Case considers the options available for delivery of the Reference
Case, in particular the role of the existing Waste Management Services Contract.
The contract and Aberdeenshire Council’s disposal contract, restrict the opportunities
for joint-working on residual waste. The contract also makes joint working on other
materials less favourable. As a result, Joint-working is not considered as one of the
major commercial options.

The existing contract is capable of substantial variation in many respects but there is
strong advice not extend the contract as the risk of challenge is substantial and the
consequences of challenge very severe. This limitation makes delivery of major EfW
infrastructure within the timescale envisaged in the Reference Case a very costly and
unsustainable solution. The contract does not provide a simple means of termination
without cost or risk of claim to the Council.

New procurement is considered in the commercial case, with the complexities of
European Procurement processes resulting in slow delivery and substantial cost.

The conclusion of the case is that the best commercial means of delivery is for the
Council to vary the existing contract for the delivery of all elements of the Reference
Case except EfW and for the EfW element to be the subject of a new procurement
process.

1.7 Management Case
Project Governance

The Council first started the Zero Waste Management project in 2011 and an
established Council sub-committee, Project Board and Project Team structure was
set up, working under PRINCE2 project management framework. Support to the
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2. Recommendations

Recommendation 1:

That the reference case identified in the OBC is formally adopted, as the reference
for the next phase of Zero Waste Management Project:

Reference Case:

• New, local windrow composting plant delivered within SITA Contract (G2)
• New, local food IVC plant delivered within SITA Contract (F2)
• New, local MRF (inc. glass ) delivered within SITA Contract (RC2)
• Interim export of waste, delivered within SITA Contract (R4/5)
• Resolution of site, planning and financing issues for procurement of new Energy

from Waste facility in Aberdeen for delivery around 2020 (R4/5)

Recommendation 2:

That resources be made available to progress to the next stage of the project, as set
out in the OBC including the appointment of specialist advisors, dedicated posts
(where relevant) and project team support and that the source of this finance (capital
or revenue) is agreed before budgets for 2013/14 are agreed.

Recommendation 3:

That once project management resources are in place, negotiation be opened with
SITA (UK) Ltd regarding changes to the current ACC waste processing and disposal
contract, with the objective of delivering more cost effective solutions for Green
waste, Food Waste and recyclable materials, and interim arrangements for residual
waste export as set out in the OBC;

Recommendation 4:

That once project management resources are in place, a more detailed review of the
business case for a local EfW / CHP plant is carried out; and

Recommendation 5:

That once the revised EfW business case is approved and project management
resources are in place, a formal procurement for a local EfW / CHP plant for
Aberdeen is commenced.
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3.0 Project Background

3.1 Summary

This section provides details on the background to the project, the project
management and decision-making structure, information on the key characteristics of
the city and an overview of existing waste and recycling services, contractual
arrangements and service performance.

3.2 Introduction

In 2009, Aberdeen City Council (ACC) developed a 5-Year Business Plan (5-YBP)
based on the principles of priority based budgeting. During this process, waste and
recycling was identified as a priority area for the Council due to its close links with
other policy objectives including financial stability, economic development and
renewable energy.

Under the 5-YBP, the Waste and Recycling Service is required to carry out a review
of the Council’s Waste Management Strategy in order to deliver savings of £5M at
the end of the 5-year timeframe. In response to the 5-YBP, ACC set up the Zero
Waste Management Project (ZWMP) to consider both waste collection and treatment
infrastructure and services.

Far-reaching structural change in the Waste and Recycling Service is required to
meet national and European obligations, mitigate increasing costs, reduce the city’s
environmental impact and meet householders’ expectations. Substantial changes in
Waste and Recycling collections systems will be required as well as the need to build
infrastructure in the city.

All general household waste, recycling and organic material collections are within the
scope of the project. It also covers waste treatment options and disposal services
currently provided by SITA UK Ltd.

3.2 Project Management

To deliver the ZWMP, a PRINCE2 project management structure has been adopted
and roles and responsibilities agreed, each with different levels of decision making
ability. The project is be supported by the Council’s Programme Management Office.

The project management structure is outlined below:-

Zero Waste Management Sub Committee:

The role of the Zero Waste Management Sub Committee (ZWMSC) is to be the key
decision makers for the project. The Sub Committee consists of a core group of
members from all parties and decides on the delivery of major service change and
infrastructure delivery. It acts as a governance body that oversees policy
development (year 1), service change (years 2-4) and infrastructure delivery (years
3-5). The Sub Committee is a responsive and informed governance team addressing
a complex and high priority area of policy associated.
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With regard to the ZWMP, the purpose of the Sub Committee is to:-

• Agree the scope of and criteria for an Options Appraisal for the delivery of
Waste Management Services

• Contribute to the Technical Options Appraisal process and identify a preferred
solution.

• Contribute to an options appraisal on the means for delivering waste
collection and treatment services with consequential work on delivery of the
preferred option.

• Agree the preferred means of contracting/procurement for new services.
• Oversee a procurement exercise for waste treatment infrastructure and

services and/or a major Waste Management Services Contract Variation.

It was agreed at the Housing and Environment Committee on 25th August 2011 that
all powers pertaining to strategic waste management currently lying with Housing and
Environment be delegated to the new Sub Committee. This decision in no way
precludes the Housing and Environment Committee from considering such matters at
any of its meetings.

Since the nature of the decisions to be taken may have significant long term
implications for service delivery and Council finances, approval of elements of the
ZWMP will, at times, be required from other Committees or Full Council. In these
instances, the Sub Committee will formulate recommendations and submit these to
the relevant body.

Project Board:

The Project Board provides corporate governance of the project, approving all major
plans and authorising any major deviation from the agreed project plan. It ensures
that required resources are committed and mediates on any conflicts within the
project or negotiates a solution to any problems between the project and external
bodies. In addition, it approves the roles and responsibilities of the Project Manager
and any delegation of its Project Assurance responsibilities. The Project Sponsor
chairs all meetings of the Project Board.

The Project Board comprises:-

Pete Leonard (Project Sponsor) Director – Housing and Environment

Mark Reilly Head of Service – Environment
Services

Barry Jenkins Head of Finance

Alastair Young (External Advisor) Scottish Futures Trust (SFT)

The SFT representative is a member of the Project Board and acts in an advisory
capacity. The SFT’s role in the Waste and Recycling sector is limited to providing
procurement support to Local Authorities. Their contribution is on the one hand
advisory but they can also provide a level of direct resource support to the Project
Team, where it is appropriate.
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2) That Option EfW 1,’Pre-treatment of mixed waste prior to the use of energy from
waste technology’ is the recommended method for managing residual or ‘black
bin’ waste.

Following this decision, the Project Board was instructed to commence to Stage 2,
Development of the Outline Business Case (OBC).

The existing Waste Strategy will be used as the basis for:

• Determining the best value mix of collection services and treatment
infrastructure (options appraisal)

• Determining the best methods of delivering services (for example, in house,
arms-length or outsourced) and infrastructure (for example, contract variation,
procurement or other means)

• Ensuring the delivery of service change and infrastructure (including
overseeing delivery, public communication and establishing appropriate
conditions for planning approvals)

3.4 Key Characteristics of Area

The city of Aberdeen lies on the North Sea coast in the Grampian region of Scotland.
The city local authority area is surrounded on the north, west and southern sides by
Aberdeenshire and the closest major urban centres are Dundee, approximately 65
miles to the south and Inverness, approximately 100 miles to the north-west.

Economically, Aberdeen is highly reliant on the oil and gas sector, which accounts for
approximately 60% of employment within the city and Aberdeenshire area1. The
influence of this sector on the city cannot be underestimated and it is due to the high
levels of employment provided in the local area as a result of this industry that has
kept Aberdeen largely cushioned from the worst effects of the recent economic
downturn. Salaries, housing prices and levels of employment in Aberdeen remain
higher than the Scottish national average.

There is a significant transient population mainly due to offshore workers in the oil
and gas sector and the two universities in the area. The relatively high level of
employment in the area also attracts migrant workers from within the UK, EU and
further afield.

Aberdeen City Council covers an area of 71.22 square miles and takes in the city
centre, suburbs and a number of outlying areas including Kingswells, Peterculter,
Dyce and Cove. The city currently has around 111,800 households housing over
200,000 people. The housing stock is varied with a small number of rural properties
and a majority of flats. There are 4455 properties in high rise blocks (of seven or
more storeys) with the remainder of flatted properties being: mid-rise, low-rise,
courtyard developments or tenements. Population trends show an increasing number
of single occupancy households and a decrease in the number of families in the
area. Interestingly, there appears to be a corresponding increase in the number of
family households in Aberdeenshire2.

1 Direct, supply chain and induced employment. Taken from Aberdeen City Council (2010) “Importance of the
Energy Sector to Aberdeen City and Shire”
2 From ACC Information Service reports
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In addition to these specified activities there are a number of additional contractual
and other services provided by SITA as detailed below:

• Kitchen and Garden Waste - delivered to Sclattie Transfer Station for onward
bulk transport and treatment - £87.00/tonne.

• WEEE (excluding Ozone Depleting Substances) - separated at Recycling
Centres - £3.00/tonne

• Management of Mixed Dry Recycling (from kerbside). Note - this is managed
by a combination of a Management Fee, charged by SITA for Sclattie MRF
operation, minus agreed rates from the sale of some elements of the mixed
stream. This equates to an average charge for mixed recyclable wastes of
£15/tonne

The Contractual arrangements with SITA relating to Kitchen and Garden Waste and
Mixed Dry Recycling are both open-ended. All other Contractual arrangements with
SITA are linked to the contract term which expires in 2025.

It should be noted that the Hill of Tramaud landfill site was closed in early 2011 and
SITA have been carrying out the required restoration/capping works. There are now
no operational, Local Authority owned landfill sites within the Aberdeen City Council
boundary and therefore all Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) destined for landfill is
transported, by SITA, to their landfill site at Stoneyhill, Aberdeenshire.

In addition, SITA is responsible contractually for the management of the restoration
of the closed Ness Landfill Site for a management fee with the capital cost the
responsibility of the Council. This is controlled by the Council under a management
procedure which has been added to the WMSC as a Variation.

The waste collection service cost for 2010/2011 was £6.244 million, with the service
providing alternate weekly general waste, recycling and organic material collections.

In 2010/ 2011, 118,049 tonnes were collected with 37,470 tonnes recycled or
composted. The remaining 80,578 tonnes were sent to landfill which resulted in
£3.868 million landfill tax being applied and a total waste disposal cost of £11.181
million.

The combined cost of collection and disposal was £17.405 million.3

3.6 Performance of Existing Services

Municipal waste and recycling data for 2010/11 show a reduction of 5917 tonnes in
the overall amount of material collected by the Council compared with 2009/10.
Population and number of households in the city have remained broadly stable from
previous years, with only a small increase of 360 households in 2010/11, therefore
the reduction is not related to migration. There is evidence of a decline in tonnage of
waste produced across the UK related to the general economic downturn and the
reduction in Aberdeen is attributed to this trend. Equally, there is some evidence from
the national level that regulation relating to producer responsibility, increasing landfill
tax and the voluntary agreement on packaging reduction have had an impact on the
weight of waste presented for collection. At a local level, waste awareness work
includes a significant emphasis on waste reduction; furthermore the introduction of
food waste collections, on the basis on evidence elsewhere in the UK, will result in a

3 The above table and summary were taken (and amended) from Halcrow (2012) “ Aberdeen City Council – Business
Case for Food Waste Collection and Treatment”
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degree of waste reduction as householders become aware of the quantity of
potentially consumable food that is being thrown away.

In terms of biological municipal waste (BMW) sent to landfill, the result for 2010/11
demonstrates a reduction from 55,654 tonnes in 2009/10 to 49,277 tonnes. The
reduction is a product of two main factors: firstly, the total tonnage of waste collected
by the authority reduced, possibly as a result of lower economic activity in the city;
the second factor is the increase in composting of organic waste following the
introduction of a food waste which has been taken up by approximately 54,000
households. 2010/11 was the first full year of operation of the food waste collections
and the composting rate for the city increased to 15,192 tonnes.

Recycling

Despite overall reductions in municipal waste tonnage, there has been an increase in
the tonnage of material composted and recycled/reused resulting in a positive impact
on the overall recycling/composting rate, which increased from 26.8% in 09/10 to
31.7% in 10/11. The major drivers of this improvement have been the introduction of:
Alternate Weekly Collections, eight new communal paper and cardboard recycling
facilities, two partial recycling points (paper, cardboard, plastic bottles and cans) and
four full recycling points (paper, cardboard, plastic bottles, cans and glass bottles).

It is important to note that the Scottish Government’s recycling/composting targets
are for household, rather than municipal, waste. Year-on-year comparisons for this
information are not available as the requirement to report specifically for household
waste only came into force in 11/12. Previous data relating to household waste are
therefore unreliable.

Overall, performance is broadly in line with Council expectations although behind the
Scottish Government’s Zero Waste Plan national target for 50% recycling and
composting of household waste by 2013.

The Strategy sets out a realistic objective for waste recycling, but it is recognised that
this is less than the national “aspirational” national target of 70% set for 2025.
Experience elsewhere in Scotland, the UK and Europe in cities with similar multi-
occupancy housing mixes has demonstrated that reaching such very high rates
becomes progressively more difficult and disproportionately more expensive. The
approach set out in the Strategy seeks to strike a balance between what is
realistically achievable and affordable, given that no new recurring central
government funding support for waste management is currently available, nor is any
planned in future.

This approach may carry some risk in that a future Scottish Parliament may require
and enforce high recycling rates, as has already happened in Wales and is being
considered in Northern Ireland. However, informal discussions with Zero Waste
Scotland (ZWS) and government representatives has suggested there are no plans
to do so in Scotland, so at present the risk is considered to be low.

Tonnages

The baseline tonnage data used through the development of the OBC is attached at
Appendix 5.1.3

The baseline tonnages used throughout this Business Case are taken from the
financial year 2010/11 and therefore the impacts of more recent service
improvements have not been reflected.
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4.0 The Strategic Case

4.0 Summary

This section provides an overview of the major policy and legislative drivers behind
the Zero Waste Management Project, including: the Waste Framework Directive, the
Waste (Scotland) Regulations 2012 and the Aberdeen City Waste Strategy. It also
sets out the potential benefits to the wider Council remit in terms of economic
development, environmental sustainability and social cohesion (for example,
opportunity to take people out of fuel poverty by introducing district heating
schemes).

4.1 Introduction

Throughout the development of the Aberdeen City Waste Strategy and subsequently
the ZWMP, a number of drivers have been taken into consideration and have shaped
the direction of the project.

During Stage 1 of the ZWMP, the Options Appraisal process, a workshop was held
with the Zero Waste Management Sub Committee in order to provide Members with
an overview of the assessment criteria for different collection and treatment options
and to establish Members’ views on the relative importance of each criterion. During
the workshop, the Sub Committee was advised of relevant legislative drivers (from
the EU, UK and Scottish Government), links to existing internal projects and
strategies, as well as the influence of wider issues such as environmental
sustainability, alternative/renewable energy and climate change. These links will be
examined in more detail in this section to establish the Strategic Case for the ZWMP.

4.2 Policy Drivers

4.2.1 EU – Waste Framework Directive5

The Waste Framework Directive was introduced by the EU in November
2008. The directive enshrined the concept of the “waste hierarchy”, moving
the focus from disposal of waste to reducing, reusing and recycling.

The Waste Framework Directive highlights the importance of the Proximity
Principle - dealing with waste as close to its source as possible - and the use
of Best Practicable Environmental Option analysis for waste management.

The Directive sets a statutory target for recycling of 50% (by tonnage) by
2020, this has been interpreted by the UK and Scottish Governments to
include organic waste treatment as well as ‘dry’ recycling materials such as
paper and glass.

The Directive also promotes ‘measures to promote high quality recycling and,
to this end, shall set up separate collections of waste where technically,
environmentally and economically practicable and appropriate to meet the
necessary quality standards for the relevant recycling sectors’ by 2015. The

5 EU (2008) Directive 2008/98/EC on waste
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UK government has interpreted this to mean that co-mingled collections
remain viable beyond 2015 where it is not practicable to provide separate
collections.

4.2.2 Scotland’s Zero Waste Plan6

The Zero Waste Plan introduced ambitious new recycling targets with an aim
of achieving a 70% recycling and composting rate, for all waste, by 2025. In
addition, Scotland will landfill no more than 5% of its waste by 2025.

The Plan aims to:

• Maximise the quantity and improve the quality of materials available for
recycling.

• Make sure that materials which could have been recycled are not wasted.
• Protect the environment by ensuring that only suitable waste streams are

finally disposed of in landfill.
• Provide greater certainty for investment in infrastructure.
• Manage waste according to its resource value and not according to where

it came from.

4.2.3 Waste (Scotland) Regulations 20127

Previously referred to as the draft Zero Waste Regulations, the Waste
(Scotland) Regulations 2012 were adopted by the Scottish parliament in May
2012. The purpose of these regulations is to provide a legislative framework
to deliver the aims of the Zero Waste Plan.

The Regulations introduce the following new statutory obligations on Local
Authorities in terms of collection and treatment of materials:

• Provision of food waste collections for all households by 1st January 2016
• Provision of recycling collections for paper, cardboard, metals, plastics,

and glass to all households by 1st January 2014
• Pre-treatment of all waste destined for Energy from Waste to remove

further recyclable materials
• Pre-treatment of all waste destined for landfill to reduce its

biodegradability

4.2.4 Aberdeen City Waste Strategy 2010- 20258

The Aberdeen City Waste Strategy 2010-2025 provides a statement of the
key outcomes for all waste management in the city for 15 years and provides
a framework for the development of the next generation of waste
infrastructure and services. Aberdeen has made significant strides in
managing waste more sustainably in the last decade, especially in the areas
of municipal, construction and demolition waste but much remains to be
achieved.

The Strategy was developed through analysis of the drivers affecting waste
management behaviour and practice. Subsequently, a number of key themes,
goals, objectives and targets were identified.

6 Scottish Government (2010) “Scotland’s Zero Waste Plan”
7 Scottish Government (2012) “Waste (Scotland) Regulations 2012”
8 Aberdeen City Council (2010) “Aberdeen City Waste Strategy 2010 – 2025”
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Key Themes:

• Waste is a resource not a problem
• Gain value from waste at all stages of treatment
• Our resource, our solution
• The proximity principle
• The waste hierarchy
• Pragmatic, value for money but challenging

Targets:

• Target 1 Waste growth will be eliminated by 2015.
• Target 2 Source segregated municipal waste recycling and

organic waste treatment targets are:
• 45% by 2013
• 50% by 2020
• 56% by 2025

• Target 3 Introduce organic waste collection for all households and
develop treatment facilities within Aberdeen area by 2013.

• Target 4 Municipal residual waste treatment capacity (including
Energy from Waste) should not exceed 45% by 2020
and 40% by 2025.

• Target 5 No more than 5% of municipal waste should be landfilled
by 2025.

Infrastructure:

• Develop co-mingled Materials Recycling Facility (MRF)
• Develop organic waste treatment facilities in Aberdeen
• Develop residual treatment capacity in Aberdeen

The Zero Waste Plan and the Waste (Scotland) Regulations 2012 require
significant change to waste and resource management practices across
Scotland. For Aberdeen City Council, this has implications for both collection
and treatment/disposal of material. While the existing Aberdeen City Waste
Strategy outlines some changes to services and infrastructure, it was finalised
prior to the publication of the Zero Waste Plan which introduced additional
drivers and requirements. As well as this Scottish Government policy
change, Aberdeen City Council embarked on 5-YBP project which also
identified a need to review the existing waste strategy.

4.2.5 Aberdeen City 5-Year Business Plan

The 5-YBP, based on a programme of priority based budgeting, was initiated
in order to improve Aberdeen City Council’s financial situation and ensure the
delivery of a balanced budget during the current global and national economic
difficulties.

The 5-YBP is a rolling plan which is updated annually and details the priorities
and essential services that the Council will aim to deliver. The detailed
savings options for the 5-YBP were updated in February 2012. In order to
deliver the necessary savings, each Council service has been required to
submit a number of “options” aimed at reducing costs, making efficiencies or
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“spend to save” improvements. The full list of service options were put before
the Council and those to be pursued were identified.

The Waste and Recycling Service option was taken forward and requires a
review of the Council’s Waste Management Strategy in order to deliver
savings of £5M at the end of the 5-year timeframe. In response to the 5-YBP,
Aberdeen City Council set up the ZWMP.

4.3 Waste Minimisation

The Aberdeen City Waste Strategy 2010 – 2025 included adherence to the Waste
Hierarchy as one of the Key Themes running through the strategy. The importance
of this is also highlighted by the first Goal:

“Minimise Waste Production: In accordance with the waste hierarchy, the
Aberdeen City Waste Strategy has as its underpinning priority the need to
reduce the amount of waste produced by the city.”

Within this Goal, the strategy identifies three key Objectives:

“Objective 1: Work together with all waste producers to reduce the amount of
waste produced per person within the city by actively promoting waste
prevention, reduction and re-use activities.

“Objective 2: Work together with Scottish Government and others to reduce
the amount of waste produced per person within the city by actively promoting
producer responsibility schemes, eco-design and full life-cycle costing in
product pricing.

“Objective 3: Facilitate, promote and encourage the reduction, re-use and
recycling of non-municipal waste through partnership arrangements to reduce
the amount of waste sent to landfill.“

It also included a target to eliminate municipal waste growth by 2015.

In order to achieve the waste minimisation objectives and target, two main activity
streams have been identified:

• Influence national and international policy and regulation to minimise waste
production. Aberdeen City Council has led the way in Scotland in lobbying
the Scottish Government to introduce a beverage container deposit/return
scheme thereby reducing material use and attaching a value to waste. By
clearly identifying the value of the container to the person discarding it,
behavioural change is much more likely to be achieved. The Council will
continue to encourage the implementation of powers to introduce a
deposit/return scheme in Scotland as provided for in the Climate Change Act
2009.

• In addition, through the Confederation of Scottish Local Authorities Aberdeen
City Council can influence the development of UK and European legislation:
the Council will take all opportunities to contribute to waste prevention policy.

• Communication and awareness raising will continue to be an important strand
of work and the City Council will continue to work with Zero Waste Scotland
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materials, with the remainder separated from the mixed unsorted waste stream. It
was the opinion of Aberdeen City Council that it would not be viable to recover this
remaining 20% through extraction of recyclables from the “black bag” waste and
therefore adopted the 56% recycling/composting target.

The final draft of the ZWP changed this requirement and there is no longer any
stipulation on how the 70% recycling/composting target should be achieved.
Furthermore, while the Scottish Government has included in the draft regulations a
requirement to pre-treat any mixed unsorted waste to extract further recyclable
material, it has been acknowledged that not all of the key recyclable materials can be
removed by this process.

During the Zero Waste Management Sub Committee workshop, it was agreed that
adherence with the EU’s statutory 2020 target is an essential requirement for the
ZWMP. It was also established that meeting the Scottish Government’s aspirational
targets would be “highly desirable” and that every effort should be made to achieve
them.

Following sections of the OBC will establish the most appropriate reference case
based on assessment criteria and weightings which reflect this input from Members.

4.5 Sustainability Impact

4.5.1 Economic implications

One of the major drivers behind the ZWP is to maximise value from all waste. The
Plan helps to drive this by seeking to maximise recycling, remove organic material for
energy generation and/or creating fertiliser and generate energy from waste using
CHP. The regulations will further reduce waste to landfill and increase recycling by
requiring all “black bag” waste to be pre-treated to remove additional recyclables
prior to treatment in an EfW facility, thereby returning more materials to the resource
stream.

In line with both the ZWP and the regulations, the ZWMP seeks to deliver significant
economic benefits to the city. With landfill tax currently at £64 per tonne and set to
increase by £8 per year until 2014 when it will reach £80, reducing our reliance on
landfill is not only a legislative necessity but an economic one. Recent indications are
that the £80 rate will be held until 2020, but future increases have not been ruled out.

The 5-YBP recognised that the ZWMP will not deliver savings but will allow the city to
mitigate increases in waste management costs in 5 years’ time. Costs will increase
in the meantime due to continued use of landfill until alternative infrastructure is
developed or contracts procured. There may be further costs incurred during the
procurement process, introduction of new services and expansion of existing
services, however, these have been modelled in the Economic Case.

As well as direct economic implications for the Council, the project will have wider
economic implications of the city as a whole. Aberdeen is known as the energy
capital of Europe and Aberdeen City and Shire are looking to build on the existing
expertise and reputation to further develop the region into a global energy hub.
Developing waste management facilities, particularly those with energy generating
capabilities, within the city will help to deliver the wider aims of the Energetica project
as well as creating local jobs and ensuring that Aberdeen benefits from the energy
generated. Solutions that include development within Aberdeen City are therefore
encouraged.
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Maximising plant efficiency will be critical in maximising the economic benefit to the
city and therefore Combined Heat and Power (CHP) solutions are encouraged for
any EfW development to ensure the greatest possible value is generated.

4.5.2 Environmental implications

Aberdeen City Council is required to meet numerous government targets relating to
climate change and the environment. Additionally, the Council has signed up to a
number of voluntary schemes, such as the Local Authority Carbon Management
Programme (CMP) administered by the Carbon Trust, to further enhance sustainable
environmental practises. Under the CMP, Aberdeen City Council set itself targets to
reduce its CO2 emissions by:

• 23% by 2015
• 42% by 2020

Thereafter, emissions should be reduced year-on-year in line with national legislation
(against the 2008/09 baseline).

The Waste and Recycling Service accounted for 34% of the Council’s carbon impact
in 2010/11; given this position the Waste Service could deliver some of the greatest
carbon savings for the Council. A representative of the Waste and Recycling Service
sits on the CMP Project Team to help identify and deliver projects and service
changes to achieve reductions in carbon. The service has already introduced many
of the service level projects identified though the CMP and the remainder will be
delivered following the completion of the ZWMP.

ACC’s commitment to drive forward sustainability and reduce corporate carbon
impact is now being carried forward into the ZWMP. The Council is looking to
improve the sustainability of waste and recycling practices to ensure that we can
deliver best value, sustainable solutions for the city. This will not only allow us to
generate the greatest possible value from our waste but reduce carbon emissions
and loss of resources.

Solutions which maximise carbon reduction, material diversion and which include a
CHP element are encouraged to maximise the environmental sustainability of the
project.

4.5.3 Social Implications

While the Council promotes waste prevention, reduction and reuse through the
Waste Aware education and engagement team, the first area where Council services
and infrastructure can make a difference to sustainable waste management is at the
recycling stage of the hierarchy. As an urban authority, Aberdeen faces some
specific challenges due to the high proportion of high density housing, transient
populations and areas of higher deprivation. Furthermore, while Aberdeen is an
urban centre, it is removed from the central belt and therefore does not have the
same easy access to as wide a range of infrastructure as other urban authorities in
Scotland. Maximising recycling and organic waste diversion under these
circumstances must take into consideration the particular challenges for collections
from high density properties such as: high rises, courtyard developments and
tenemental areas. The approved collection methods reference case informing the
OBC is for co-mingled recycling alongside separate collections of food waste to be
introduced across the city. This was selected following an options appraisal exercise
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conducted by Halcrow and would allow Aberdeen City Council to offer an equal
service to all city neighbourhoods.

Expansion of recycling and organic waste service into the high density flatted areas,
primarily areas of higher deprivation, will reduce the amount of waste being disposed
of in the 1280 litre on-street refuse bins. These containers often overflow and attract
fly-tipping and side waste to be left nearby. Introducing a wider range of sustainable
waste and recycling solutions will not only lead to economic and environmental
improvements but will lead to improved amenity in socially excluded areas of the city.
Furthermore, equality of service provision across all neighbourhoods will help to drive
behaviour change and lead to reduced fly-tipping and side waste, and an increase in
recycling and composting. Solutions which help to deliver service equality, include
CHP for heat delivery to those in fuel poverty and seek local development to
generate local jobs are encouraged.

4.6 Conclusions

In recent years, there has been significant legislative change at Scottish, UK and EU
levels which have driven improvement in sustainable waste management. The most
recent legislative change from the Scottish Government, the Waste (Scotland)
Regulations 2012, will require an even more dramatic shift in services, infrastructure
development and behaviours.

While such legislation will undoubtedly have a significant impact on waste and
recycling, there may be a number of knock-on benefits that link to other strategic
priorities for the Council. Depending on the solution that is ultimately chosen,
benefits could include: reduction in fuel poverty, reduction in Council carbon
emissions and local employment opportunities.

In order to maximise the benefits to the local area, solutions which offer CHP, focus
on local development and maximise recycling will be encouraged. The selection
criteria for the reference case have been designed to take these issues into
consideration and will be set out in a later section of the OBC.
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5.0 The Economic Case

5.0 Summary
This section provides details of the rationale behind the long-listing of technology
options, the approach taken to evaluation and the assumptions made in costing
them. The results of the technical evaluation and cost modelling are included as
summaries, and a proposed reference case identified.

The Reference Case

It is important to note that the reference case identified in the OBC is not meant to be
prescriptive – the actual solution provided will depend on detailed negotiations with
suppliers and is likely to be different, maybe significantly so if a supplier is able to
identify a better and more cost-effective solution during contract re-negotiation or
procurement.

The reference case is offered as a demonstration that a practical, deliverable and
affordable solution is available, that the project is worth doing, and is preferable to
the “do-nothing” option.

5.1 Long Listing of Technology Options

Background - Collections
In 2011 the council commissioned external advisors (Halcrow) to review current
waste collection arrangements and to recommend a new collection regime that would
help meet future statutory requirements, and also maximise customer participation.

It was recognised that selection of future waste processing facilities should “follow”
the collection regime as closely as possible, as collection options are limited and so a
practical and effective “end-to-end” waste management solution was required.
Participation varies with housing type and location, so identifying the best collection
regime for Aberdeen’s specific housing mix was the essential starting point.

In early 2012 Council approved in principle a new collection regime based on 4
simplified waste streams recommended by Halcrow:

• Green (garden) waste – excluding food
• Food waste: a new, separate collection to comply with statutory requirements
• Co-mingled recyclables: paper, card, plastics and cans – and glass (new)
• Residual Waste

This optimal arrangement is designed to maximise participation and meet the
requirement for a new separate food waste collection. The additional cost of a
separate food waste collection will be offset by streamlining the recyclables collection
by combining all materials in a single bin (the co-mingled collection). This type of 4-
stream waste collection regime is used by the majority of top-performing Councils in
the UK

As the co-mingled materials will be contained within a combined bin, they can be
collected using standard refuse collection vehicles which will be much more efficient
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that the current “kerbsiders” where operatives separate material into different
categories. This system also allows easy expansion of recycling collections into
multi-occupancy housing areas to provide equality of service, which will be essential
for meeting future recycling targets.

Materials sorting technology has now advanced sufficiently to allow most recyclable
materials to be collected together and automatically sorted at the plant, without the
need for householders or operatives to intervene at home, or at the kerbside.

Background – Current Processing

The Council has a contractual arrangement with SITA (UK) Ltd to receive and
process all of its waste under a 25 year contract that is due to run to 2025. This
contract has served the Council well to date, but will not address future statutory
requirements nor will it be able to cope with material from the 4 new optimal waste
streams (see above) without modification.

The contract was deliberately constructed to allow future flexibility in anticipation of
new requirements and legislative change, and contract variations are possible.
Specialist legal advice has been sought to identify what could, and could not be
delivered within the current contract.

If approached constructively there is significant potential to negotiate new
arrangements within the SITA contract. A negotiated approach may offer several
advantages in streamlining the procurement of improved services and facilities, and
delivering benefits earlier than might otherwise be possible.

However, there are also potential risks which may limit what can be achieved. There
are also risks if agreement cannot be reached, and the contract has to be partially or
wholly terminated.

These risks may be summarised as follows:

• A legal challenge from the market (anti-competitive)
• A legal challenge from regulators (in breach of procurement regulations)
• A risk of poor value-for-money, if in-contract changes poorly negotiated
• A risk of compensation claims if part (or all) of the contract is terminated early

Key Issue

There is thus a requirement to:

• effectively support the requirements of the new collection regime, and
• seek a solution (or partial solution) within the constraints of the current SITA

contract if possible to mitigate the risk of contractual challenge or claims

These are pre-requisities for any solution and so help define the range of technical
options considered.
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Background – Partnership Options

The potential for partnership working or shared facilities has been explored with
Aberdeenshire Council. There a number of factors to be considered to determine
whether a joint approach is viable or desirable:

Existing Contracting Arrangements

The terms of the Council’s Waste Management Services contract specifically
excludes processing of waste other than that arising from within the City. The
contract cannot be used for the management of Aberdeenshire Council Waste.

The Council’s specialist legal adviser has advised that re-negotiation of the contract
to widen the ACC contract catchment area and permit use by neighbouring
authorities would almost certainly be construed as anti-competitive and risk challenge
from both the regulators and the market, so is not a viable option.

Aberdeenshire Council has recently entered into a new, separate contract with SITA
for residual waste processing. There is scope within the Contract for Aberdeen City
Council to deliver waste into this contract, however, there is maximum value
(equating to tonnage) limit that restricts opportunity for management of waste from to
a low level (approximately 20% of the Council’s requirements). As a result, this is not
a viable option.

Aberdeenshire Council does not currently have long term arrangements in place for
the management of recycling and organic (food/garden) wastes.

Collection Arrangements

The future collection arrangements for both Councils appear to be broadly
compatible. Both appear to be adopting some form of co-mingled recycling collection
although Aberdeenshire Council has indicated that glass will not be included.
Aberdeenshire Council does not provide free garden waste collection but is likely to
introduce food waste collections. Should these intentions be adopted, then there is
potential for common treatment requirements for recycling and food waste.

Opportunities

There is no opportunity for joint management of residual waste unless both
authorities were to terminate their existing contracts and enter into a new
procurement. This is not considered a viable option.

Aberdeenshire Council does not have long term arrangements in place for the
management of recycling wastes or food waste. There is therefore potential for a
joint procurement should the City Council remove recycling and food waste
management from its existing contract. In discussion with Aberdeenshire Council
officers, their preferred approach to contracting recycling and food waste services is
not to enter into a contract for the construction and operation of new facilities rather
to let the market determine where and how materials are processed. For the city to
adopt this approach, it is considered that this would introduce significant risks to the
Council in relation to the management of contamination in recycling and food waste
streams, something that is more likely in the city where widespread communal
collections services are provided.

On balance, there appear to be few advantages in moving away from the existing
contracting arrangements and commencing joint working with Aberdeenshire and
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Stage 2 – Cost modelling

Stage two consisted of detailed cost modelling, based on average gate fees for
different process types provided by the Council’s Technical Consultants, Halcrow
with supplementary data provided by SITA.

In some cases all-in gate fees were provided; in others more detailed estimates of
Capital and Operational expenditure were provided. In the latter case, these costs
were converted to an equivalent gate fee assuming any investment would be written
off over 20 years at a rate of 5% annually.

How costs were treated makes a significant impact to overall projections – the
approach to specific issues is summarised below:

Baseline Comparison

- For the purposes of comparing the benefits of each option, it is helpful to choose
a fixed cost reference point. In developing the OBC, the baseline or “do-nothing”
option has been used as the comparison. This could also be regarded as the
indicative collection/recycling/disposal base budget, adjusted for anticipated
future cost pressures.

- In practice the Council would be unlikely to adopt a “do-nothing” option in this
context, if only because this would result in a breach of statutory targets and risk
censure, fines and possible legal action.

- The do-nothing assumptions may also be artificially optimistic: no landfill tax
increases after 2014 are assumed and a steady “commodity” gate fee for landfill
is modelled whereas unit costs may rapidly increase in future – particularly post-
2025 - as landfill becomes a specialist rather than a bulk activity.

- The benefits identified in the cost models are thus a comparison of relative
benefits compared to the baseline. They are useful to help rank options but do
not necessarily equate to absolute cost savings.

SITA Contract issues

- Any capital investment required to be made within the SITA contract for green,
food and recyclable waste stream processing might have to be written down over
the remaining contract period, and so incur higher annual repayment costs (albeit
over a shorter period). In discussions, SITA expressed a willingness to explore
the potential of ways to split or spread capital expenditure, adopt end-of-contract
“bullet “ payments, or consider asset transfer to a successor contractor to allow
capital investment to be written down over a longer period. Some sensitivity
testing was done to assess if the impact of this type of arrangement would have a
material impact (assuming a £5k + 2% refinancing cost at the end of the SITA
contract in 2025) but the effects were found to be small and did not effect overall
ranking. Consequently all models assume capital investment is written off over 20
years unless indicated otherwise, on the assumption that this is a reasonable
indication of likely gate fee costs for these three waste streams over the lifetime
of the project.

- The cost models assume a negotiation cost associated with changing the SITA
contract (where this applies) followed by an open market procurement costs in
2025 at the conclusion of the SITA contract. Open-market solutions assume that
procurement costs apply at the start, based on a series of separate restricted
practice procedures for each waste stream. For EfW solutions, a competitive
dialogue procurement process has been assumed.
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- The range of options considered has in part been identified to reduce or eliminate
the risk of contractual claims from either the market (unfair competition) or
contract termination / loss of earnings claims from SITA. No contract claim costs
have been modelling in any option.

Site costs

- Not all gate fees include for site costs, so allowances have been made for site
acquisition and access costs (as capital expenditure) for green waste, food
waste, mechanical pre-sort or RDF preparation plant, and EfW plant. The Council
already owns a site at Altens which could serve as the site for the MRF, so no
site acquisition costs have been allowed for this waste stream.

Collection costs

- The cost models estimate revised collection costs arising from the new collection
regime, and take account of likely changes in waste growth, composition and
shifts between each stream (for example anticipated improvements in recycling
tonnages as a consequence of the new collection regime)

Procurement Costs

- Procurement costs have been assumed to be covered from revenue, but could
be capitalised. This would have the effect of reducing early costs but at the
expense of slightly lower long-term benefits, reflecting the cost of borrowing.

- For the EfW procurement, a competitive dialogue process is modelled over a 4-
year period and includes provision of a procurement contingency of £1M.

EfW Options

- For EfW options, an estimate of the likely power income (to offset capital and
operational expenditure) has been developed based on low estimates of power
output per tonne, and on current wholesale prices for electricity.

- An allowance has been made for grant income from the renewable obligations
certificates scheme (ROCs) operated by the Department for Environment and
Climate Change (DECC). This scheme rewards operators of certain classes of
EfW plant with grant support. In 2012/3 the value was set at £40.71 per MWh
generated, equivalent to about £18 / tonne processed per ROC based on power
output assumptions (450 KWh / tonne).

- At the time of developing the Outline Business case, 1 ROC per MWh generated
is paid to operators of conventional EfW facilites if part of a combined heat and
power (CHP) scheme. 2 ROCs is paid to operators of more advanced
technologies, like Gasification or Pyrolysis.

- It is difficult to predict if the ROCs scheme will still be operating if / when an EfW
plant is commissioned in Aberdeen. Although the current scheme will operate to
2037, it is not clear if the scheme will be extended to new entrants, for how long,
nor what allowances would be payable around 2020 when a new EfW plant in
Aberdeen could be operational.

- Although advanced technologies attract higher ROCs support it is understood
that they are currently “unbankable” in the UK because of the perceived
technology risk. However, that may also change in future such that these
technologies may become practical solutions for an EfW plant in Aberdeen.

- Consequently, income from ROCs in future could vary from nothing to £80+ per
MWh (based on current rates) depending on eligibility, future rates and the type
of EfW technology deployed. It has therefore been assumed that ROCs income
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(or an equivalent) valued at one half the current rate for a conventional EfW and
CHP plant will apply, as a conservative position – i.e. 0.5 ROC per MWh.

- Aberdeen is one of very few Councils in the UK that already has CHP systems in
operation, generating power and providing low grade heat to social housing from
gas generators. In principle it would be possible to use waste heat from an EfW
plant to support an extension of the City’s district heating network and provide
significant social benefit and addressing fuel poverty issues. Valuing what that
benefit might be to this waste project (in cash terms) is difficult as it would
depend on the accounting treatment adopted at the time.

- Consequently, although it is clear that the heat output from an EfW facility would
have a significant cash and social value to the City, no allowance for EfW heat
income has been made in the assumptions, as a conservative position.

MRF Gate Fee

- MRF gate fee costs are modelled at £21.53/tonne. It is known that several
Councils have recently re-negotiated contracts for similar waste streams and are
receiving a net income for recyclable materials, so this is probably a conservative
position.

Food and Green Waste

- Treating food waste in an IVC process usually requires addition of a similar
quantity of organic bulking material for the process to work satisfactorily. This
could be provided by using shredded green waste (diverted from windrow
composting) so reducing costs. The approach modelled is probably a
conservative position.

- Taking this argument further, it would be possible to process all food and green
waste together in a combined IVC process, as is currently undertaken. This is not
the approach preferred by Zero Waste Scotland, but may be acceptable if the
Council can show that food waste tonnages will not be adversely affected. This
would result in a more compact processing plant (probably lower combined site
acquisition, access and plant costs) and could make a substantial saving in
collection costs, by combining food and green waste together. This could make
an even larger saving, but for the purposes of this model has not been
considered further at this stage but will be explored with ZWS in due course.

- A longer term option for food and green waste may be treatment in a specialised
AD plant, designed to treat both materials simultaneously. AD plants produce a
combustible gas (syngas) that can be used for electricity generation. This
technology currently attracts feed-in tariff subsidy support and may become a
cost effective approach in future. The technology is being pioneered in Scotland
by Fife Council (plant due to become operational in 2013) and depending on the
outcome, may provide a model for consideration on expiry of the SITA contract
arrangements in 2025.

- For the purposes of the OBC the green waste and food waste options have been
considered as separate, stand-alone solutions. It may be possible to co-locate
any new plants for these processes (see note above related to green waste for
food IVC treatment) and so save on site, access and operational costs. The
approach modelled is probably the most conservative position.

- It is likely that there will be grant support from ZWS for the roll-out of the food
waste collection programme, although at the time of writing this has not be
confirmed. Grant support is expected to be in the range (£800K – 1M) over 2-3
years although this has not been anticipated in the cost models, as a
conservative position.
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Other Assumptions

A summary of the gate fees and transport costs used are set out in Appendix 5.1.3
Other on-costs such as rates, permitting etc. have been assumed to be included in
the gate fee estimates. All models include collection, treatment and disposal costs.

Cost comparisons compare model solutions with a baseline (“do-nothing”) option for
ranking purposes. Any quoted benefits relate to comparison with the baseline and do
not necessarily equate to absolute cost savings

A summary of likely waste arisings, and projected change over time is set out in
Appendix 5.1.4. This table assumes a substantial contribution to recycling from 2
new Household Waste recycling centres, as proposed for the North and West of the
City.

Key assumptions are summarised in the table at Appendix 5.1.5
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5.3 Appraisal of Options to Identify Reference Case

Technical Ranking
A technical ranking of the options, conducted using the evaluation criteria set out in
Appendix 5.1.2 delivered the following results:

Findings:

• New, local windrow composting plant delivered within SITA Contract (G2)
• New, local food IVC plant delivered within SITA Contract (F2)
• New, local MRF (inc. glass handling) delivered within SITA Contract (RC2)
• Interim export of waste, delivered within SITA Contract (R4/5)
• Resolution of site, planning and financing issues for new procurement of Energy

from Waste facility in Aberdeen for delivery around 2020 (R4/5)

A detailed commentary and score summary is set out in Appendix 5.2.1.
A full summary of the scores for all of the options is also available, published in a
separate volume

Deliverability and Bankability

These criteria are part of the technical evaluation, but merit a more detailed
discussion here.

“Deliverability” is broadly defined in this context as the chances (in the real world) of
a particular option being taken through the planning, design, procurement,
construction and commissioning stages, to an effective conclusion and an
operational facility. Factors that could impact on deliverability include issues like

• Site acquisition – difficulty of acquiring a suitable site for a process plant
• Planning risk – policy restrictions, or political / public opposition
• Technology risk – potential for untried technologies to under-perform, or fail
• Bankability – ability to raise capital (if required) to support an investment

“Bankability” is particularly important for EfW process options where a capital
investment of around £60M may be required, either by the contractor or jointly by the
contractor and the Council. At the time of preparing this OBC, it was understood that
capital markets would only support EfW investment if certain key criteria are met –
including site availability, planning support and choice of technologies – all issues
perceived to be potential high risk issues.

Options have been pre-screened to ensure that any that are considered
“undeliverable” for any of these reasons have not been considered further
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Costs
A summary of the results of the cost analyses are set out in Appendix 5.2.2, based
on the conservative estimates and assumptions described earlier in this report.

A full cost summary for the reference case is shown at Appendix 5.2.4.

A full summary for all of the options is also available, published in a separate volume

Findings:

Cost analyses support the Technical evaluation / reference case

• The “do-nothing” option cannot deliver future performance requirements, nor will
it be compliant with legislation and national targets. It risks exposure to further
landfill tax increases and (possibly) penalties from any re-introduction of landfill
allowance fines which would be unaffordable.

• Low-risk, cost effective solutions for green waste, food waste and recyclable
materials are available. These can be delivered using proven technologies, with
potential for delivery within the SITA contract.

• While “merchant” solutions for these streams may be cost effective in the short
term (little or no capital investment required) they are exposed to the risk of rising
transport costs in future, and are expected to become unsustainable. Local
solutions that reduce or eliminate the need for bulk haulage are environmentally
better. Over the lifetime of the project these are not expected to be any more
expensive, and (in the case of recyclable materials) are projected to be
significantly cheaper than merchant solutions.

• Residual waste treatment is more complex. Although local process solutions
based on EfW treatment seem expensive, they are projected to be more cost-
effective over the lifetime of the project than the “do nothing” option and offer
many potential benefits. Landfill tax and transport cost risk is effectively mitigated.
There is also scope to address fuel poverty (a key Council priority) through a
“social” CHP scheme, using waste heat from the EfW process plant to support an
extension of the Council’s existing district heating network.

• Export solutions for residual waste, where material is processed elsewhere in the
UK or Europe, are anticipated to be even more expensive over the lifetime of the
project, and so are not sustainable in the long term. They do offer benefits in the
short to medium term and a hybrid scheme (export until an EfW facility is ready)
is projected to offer the best value for money overall

It is recognised that the approach to cost modelling adopted for the OBC based on
gate fee analysis has limitations, so cannot provide a definitive cost profile for the
reference case. However, the cost models do show the following:

Key Conclusions:

• The development of cost effective solutions, based on tried and tested
technologies for green waste, food waste and recyclable materials should be
possible via the SITA contract.

• A local EfW solution (together with a short-term waste export arrangement
provided until the plant is commissioned) seems to offer a better solution than
either “do-nothing” or a simple long term waste export option. However, given the
high costs and risk s of an EfW solution, further work is essential to validate the
EfW elements of the reference case and develop a more detailed risk profile
before committing to any procurement.
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Findings:

These sensitivity tests show that, on the assumptions made, the reference case
represents a conservative estimate of the potential benefits over the “do-nothing
option.

However, the EfW option(s) still include several risks which, because of the size and
complexity of the project need to be fully evaluated as part of a more detailed
business case review, before progressing to EfW procurement. These include the
impact of changing waste tonnage and composition, and future changes to
regulations

5.3 Conclusion - Reference Case

It is concluded that the reference case after technical evaluation and cost ranking is
as follows:

Reference Case:

• New, local windrow composting plant delivered within SITA Contract (G2)
• New, local food IVC plant delivered within SITA Contract (F2)
• New, local MRF (inc. glass handling) delivered within SITA Contract (RC2)
• Interim export of waste, delivered within SITA Contract (R4/5)
• Resolution of site, planning and financing issues for new procurement of Energy

from Waste facility in Aberdeen for delivery around 2020 (R4/5)

It is recognised that the approach to cost modelling adopted for the OBC based on
gate fee analysis has limitations, so cannot provide a definitive cost profile for the
reference case.

Key Conclusions:

• The development of a cost effective solution based on established technologies
for green waste, food waste and recyclable materials (G2 – F2 – RC2) should be
possible via the SITA contract. This arrangement should be developed in tandem
with the deployment of the new collection regime.

• A local EfW solution (together with a short-term waste export arrangement
provided until the plant is commissioned – R4/5) seems to offer a better solution
than either the “do-nothing” or long term waste export options.

• Given the complexity of the issues involved and the high costs and risks of an
EfW solution, further work will be necessary to validate the EfW elements of the
reference case and develop a more detailed cost and risk profile before
committing to any procurement.
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6.0 The Financial Case

6.0 Summary
The Financial Case considers the best means of financing the Zero Waste Project,
set out in this business case

6.1 Funding options
The main options relate to the source of financing. Within the existing contract, there
is the expectation that the contractor will fund, develop and operate facilities on the
authority’s behalf. This funding would be repaid through a gate fee. This mechanism
relies upon the contractor either using its own cash reserves or borrowing on the
commercial market. In either circumstance, it is likely that the cost of funding
charged to the Council is higher than that available to the Council.

The contract allows for alternative funding sources, including funding provided by the
Council. This mechanism has been widely used in contract variations to date where
modest infrastructure spends have been incurred.

This mechanism is considered to be beneficial to the Council, providing borrowing
capacity is available but this is unlikely to be the case for the largest investment, the
EfW plant.

For EfW, funding through the open market via a service provider is considered the
most cost-effective method available. However, the state of the financial markets and
reluctance to lend other than to very low risk projects is understood to be creating
difficulties for other local authorities and their contractors, attempting to secure
private capital for similar schemes.

The scale of the proposed EfW plant in Aberdeen (which is relatively small compared
with other UK EfW projects) may also make borrowing difficult, in terms of higher
perceived technology risk. Although it is hoped that this position will ease in future
the risk of lack of access to private finance around 2015-2020 remains a potential
difficulty.

Some contractors may have access to internal finance but relying on this approach
alone could restrict the number of bidders coming forward and lead to less
competitive pricing. It might also be construed as anti-competitive practice and attract
a procurement challenge.

Consequently it may be necessary for any substantive capital to be raised directly by
the Council (particularly for the EfW option, estimated at around £60M). This may
lead in turn to a more complicated procurement, and have a knock-on impact on the
Council’s overall capital borrowing (and hence the corporate capital programme) from
about 2016/17. Timing will depending on when EfW site acquisition is programmed,
and when construction starts.
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6.2 Specific Zero Waste Capital Expenditure
As part of the broader Zero Waste Management proposals, a range of projects have
been identified that together will be required to deliver the Councils long-term waste
management and waste strategy objectives.

These include two new Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC’s) to the West
and North of city to help develop recycling, support for commercial waste and food
waste programmes and the specific capital investments identified in this OBC.

The estimated capital investments required are shown below in two groups: funding
for group A is projected to be required within the next 1-3 years, and for group B
within in the next 5-10 years.

Investment (group A)

• Grove Nursery HWRC £ 1.0 million
• Bridge of Don HWRC £ 2.0 million
• Food Waste Programme £ 1.0 million
• Commercial Waste Recycling £ 0.3 million
• RDF Plant £ 3.0 million
• Co-mingled Recycling £ 1.5 million
• In-vessel Composting £ 3.0 million
• Open Window Composting £ 0.5 million
• Co-mingled MRF £ 8.0 million

TOTAL £ 20.3 million

Investment (group B)

• EfW in Aberdeen £30-70 million

TOTAL £30-70 million

Although not shown here, it is possible that the procurement costs identified in the
OBC will be treated as capital expenditure – if so a further £3.2 M will be required,
split between groups A and B, and phased over the period 2013-17

The investments have been split into two groups for the purposes of identifying a
financial strategy that will allows the more immediate projects (group a) to be dealt
with now, but provide more time to examine and develop a longer term approach to
funding for EfW in Aberdeen (group B)

6.3 Financial Strategy (group A)
The total cost of investment is estimated to be £20.3 million which equates to
approximately £1.6 million of capital financing charges over a 20 year period
assuming a PWLB rate of 4.5%.
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To accommodate this, the following methods of funding the capital charges have
been identified:

2012/13 Revenue Budget

1. Waste budget allocation £0.6 million

2013/14 Revenue Budget

1. LATS/ZWF allocation £1.2 million
2. Environmental Projects Budget £1.0 million

2011/12 Balance Sheet

1. LATS Provision £2.5 million
2. Zero Waste Provision £0.3 million

The above table shows that the total investment funding available is £5.6 million,
leaving a shortfall of £14.7 million. However it is possible to convert the recurring
2013/14 budget provisions shown above into capital financing charges, such that this
would enable the total investment required for Part A to be achieved within current
revenue spending.

However, these revenue sums have previously been earmarked as potential
contributions to 5-YrBP savings targets. Clearly, if used to fund the capital projects in
group A, then the ability to meet budgetary savings targets will be significantly
reduced.

At the same time, if these capital investments are not or cannot be made, then the
service is likely to breach statutory recycling targets. It will also fail to divert
potentially recyclable materials from general landfill, incur higher operational costs
and landfill tax increases at progressively higher rates. These “do nothing” cost
increases will offset any budgetary savings, and in future years will exceed them.

6.3 Financial Strategy (Part B)
Given the significant investment required for this element of the Waste Strategy (EfW
in Aberdeen) the following methods will have to be reviewed in due course:

• The Private Sector invests in the infrastructure required and the Council
meets these costs (through gate fees) going forward; or

• The Council invests or co-invests in the infrastructure required through
additional borrowing and the utilisation of any surplus capital funds. It should
be possible to meet the capital financing charges through “notional” gate fees
levied on the service - these are effectively already part of the recurring
service budget. However, there may be a risk that the additional borrowing
commitment impacts on the Council’s total borrowing cap, and becomes a
constraint on the overall capital programme with consequences for other
projects / services.

This will be reviewed once a Committee decision is taken to fully implement the
recommendations set out elsewhere in this report.
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6.4 Conclusions
It is concluded that separate financial strategies should be developed for each group
of project investments – group A requiring funding within the next 1-3 years, and
group B (EfW in Aberdeen) within the next 5-10 years.

A solution for funding group A projects by using uncommitted revenue spending to
support capital financing has been identified, although this may require re-alignment
of budget savings targets if this option is to go forward. These budget savings will no
longer be wholly achievable if this approach is adopted.

A solution for funding group B may be more difficult. There is a choice between
contractors raising private finance for project investment, and recovers costs as part
of the gate fee charged to the Council, or the Council investing or co-investing
directly in the project. The former option may be difficult given the current reluctance
of capital markets to lend; the latter may constrain the Councils’ overall capital
programme, impacting on other services / projects. A more thorough review will be
developed once the OBC is approved.
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7.0 The Commercial Case

7.0 Summary

The commercial case examines the commercial options for future service delivery,
with particular reference to the potential (and constraints) to deliver variations within
the current SITA contract

7.1 Background and Existing Circumstances

Aberdeen City Council entered into a 25-year contract with SITA (UK) in 2000. The
main elements of the contract were:

• To manage the treatment and disposal of all wastes collected by Aberdeen
City Council until 2025

• To develop the Altens Environment Park comprising a 150,000 tonnes/annum
Energy from Waste facility and a 25,000 tonnes/annum MRF

• To redevelop and operate the Hill of Tramaud Landfill Site until 2005
• To manage and develop HWRC in the city.

The contract was drafted to allow a flexible approach to delivery of the services in
anticipation of changing legislative requirements, and ever more demanding national
performance targets over the contract term.

Since the commencement of the contract, the have been a number of significant
developments:

• Refusal in part of a Planning Application for the Altens Environment Park and
subsequent agreement between the parties not to pursue this element of the
contract

• Introduction of recycling, food/garden waste and other services which have
resulted in contract variations, none of which have resulted in significant
capital investment by the Contractor.

• Completion of Hill of Tramaud landfill site and utilisation of an alternative
landfill site near Peterhead at significant additional cost to the Council (in line
with contract arrangements).

In effect, the contract’s main aim of delivering infrastructure as an alternative to
landfill and services that enable high recycling performance has not been achieved
and the development of the contract held in abeyance until the Council determines its
future needs.

The development of the OBC will resolve this hiatus. This element of the OBC will
review the future service delivery options and establish the preferred contracting
arrangements.

7.2 Future ACC requirements

The Economic Case identifies the mix of services and infrastructure required in the
future, the Reference Case. The treatment infrastructure required is summarised as:

• A windrow composting plant
• An IVC plant
• A MRF (inc. glass handling)
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• A Facility managing the interim export of waste
• An Energy from Waste facility

Determination of the best options for the commercial delivery of the Zero Waste
Project takes into account the findings of the Financial Case. In summary, it is
proposed that the Council will fund all options excluding the Energy from Waste.

7.3 Commercial Options

The main options available for the delivery of future waste treatment services are:

• Vary the Waste Management Services Contact
• Terminate the Waste Management Services Contract and commence a new

procurement process
• A combination of Options 1 and 2 that sees some services remain within the

Contract and others subject to a new procurement

A fourth option was considered at an early stage, namely to terminate the SITA
contact, procure new infrastructure and operate this infrastructure within the Council.
This option would require the Council to take on the full risk of operation of
technically advanced and complex plant and equipment, including financing all the
repair and maintenance of infrastructure over its 20+ years of operational life. In
addition to the operational risk, all of the investment would have to come from the
Council and there would be a need to employ substantial additional highly
specialised and skilled staff to operate the facility. It is considered that these risks
and costs would be too onerous for the Council to accept with no clear evidence that
a more cost-effective service could be delivered. As a result, this option has not
been pursued further.

7.4 Consideration of Options

The major commercial considerations relating to the three options to be considered
are bound by the contractual situation the Council currently has with SITA UK. The
Council’s external specialist legal advisor, Brodies LLP, has been tasked with
reviewing the opportunities and risks of these options. A summary of the commercial
implications of each option, taking account of legal advice is provided:

Option 1: Work within the Contract

From a procurement perspective the breadth of the original OJEU notice for the
Waste Management Services Contract is broad, making reference to "domestic and
commercial waste disposal", thereby providing scope for some contractual and
service variations which would represent a relatively low procurement law risk.
Indeed there have already been a series of amendments to the Contract and to date
no challenges or complaints have been made.

In considering the opportunity to deliver the Reference Case with the existing
Contract, there is a need to determine whether:

1. The scope of the additional services falls within the Contract, and if not
2. Whether the Contract can be varied to accommodate the additional

requirements.
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It is always open to the contracting parties to negotiate the terms of their contract at
law. The question here is whether the Council and the Contractor have contractually
limited their ability to make variations.

The Contract – as currently drafted

The parts of the Contract most pertinent to the proposed additional services are
drafted broadly.

Under the Contract, the Contractor is obliged to take delivery of Relevant Waste
(clause 3.1). "Relevant Waste" means (a) all waste set out in section 45(1) of the
Environmental Protection Act 1990 for which it is the duty of the Council to deliver for
disposal under section 53(1)(a) of the EPA to such place as the Council directs and
which is so delivered and (b) all household waste deposited at a Civic Amenity Site.
A "Civic Amenity Site" is as listed in Schedule 1 to the Contract.

The "Services" that the Contractor is obliged to deliver are the waste disposal and
management services to be provided by the Contractor in accordance with the terms
of the Contract. Where the Council delivers more than (or less than) 20% of the
expected Relevant Waste per year in any two consecutive years, the parties are to
agree revised payment terms (clause 6.2).

Given there is no cap on tonnage to be delivered under the Contract and the broad
drafting of these definitions and obligations, it is feasible that as currently drafted, the
anticipated additional services could be delivered under the existing Contract without
amendment. Again, this analysis would need to be revisited once the exact scope
of the additional services has been determined.

Ability to amend

The Contract does not provide a general mechanism for introducing, agreeing and
implementing changes. However, provision is made for making amendments on an
ad hoc basis, such as:

- Clause 3.3.1 – providing that the Contractor should manage specified facilities
unless the Parties agree that the facilities should cease to operate;

- Clause 3.7 – sets out that New Facilities are those set out in Schedule 1 or as
varied by agreement of the Parties;

- Clause 4.1 – Relevant Waste is that Contract Waste delivered to the Contractor
in accordance with clause 3.10 of the Contract, or as agreed by the Parties from
time to time

- Clause 6.2 – Failure to Deliver Average Quantities – where parties deliver more
or less than 20% of the Expected Annual Average Tonnage, the parties shall
agree a revised GMT and other relevant targets/tonnages.

The breadth of the OJEU notice, the absence of a general variation provision and the
relatively wide scope of the specific variation provisions together give the Parties a
significant degree of flexibility to amend the Contract. However, the ability to vary
does not guarantee that the proposed variation is necessarily desirable. As set out
above, the Contract provides a mechanism for the Contractor to build new facilities in
order to fulfil its responsibilities under the Contract. However, given that the cost of
any new facilities would have to be amortised over the remainder of the term of the
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Contract, the rate of such amortisation and the consequential impact on the rates
may not be cost effective for the Council.

The Contract acknowledges this, providing in clause 3.8 that the Contractor shall not
be obliged to proceed with the provision of such New Facilities if less than ten years
before the expiry of the Contract Period unless or until the Parties agree to the extent
of the contribution which will be made by the Council towards the cost of procuring
and providing the facilities.

Therefore whilst it may be contractually possible to bring the development of a new
facility within the scope of the Contract, it may not lead to a commercially desirable
outcome.

A further consideration relates to the desirability of extending the existing contract in
time to allow for optimal depreciation of assets built under the contract. Advice is
clear that to extend the contract by the length of time required to optimise
depreciation of an energy from waste facility (approximately 10 years) would
constitute a significant and potentially catastrophic risk to the Council. It is clear from
the advice that the Council should not consider extension in time despite the contract
providing for this opportunity.

The process required to vary the contract is for the two parties to agree. The Council
has scope to achieve substantial variations for the delivery of new infrastructure at
much lower cost than through a new procurement. Advisors will be required and the
need to achieve best value kept at the core of the project but faster and lower cost
delivery can be achieved in this way.

Option 2: Termination of the contract and new Procurement

Clause 11 of the Contract sets out the provisions for termination. The Council is
entitled to terminate for material breach by SITA or on the insolvency of SITA, neither
of these circumstances are considered available to the Council at this time. There is
no provision for voluntary termination by the Council.

Schedule 7 to the Contract deals with the consequences of a failure to achieve
Planning Permission for the Altens Environment Park. This circumstance has indeed
arisen and so if worthy of consideration. Within this Schedule there is provision for
the termination of the contract by either party in the event that a suitable alternative
solution cannot be agreed. This does provide, therefore a further mechanism for
termination, however, the consequences of such an approach is not explicitly laid out
within the contract and it is considered that there is a substantial risk to the Council of
claim from SITA should the Council enforce this mechanism and the value of this
claim could be substantial.

Repudiation Option

As there is no contractual basis on which the Council can unilaterally terminate the
Contract, the Council may consider repudiation, namely indicating to SITA that it no
longer wishes to perform its obligations under the Contract.

SITA may wish to force performance in this circumstance by going to court for a
decree of specific implement. The courts are unlikely to support such an action.
Alternatively, SITA may terminate the Contract on the ground of material breach by
the Council in accordance with clause 11.2 of the Contact.
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Calculation of Damages

SITA's remedy for a common law breach by the Council would be damages. These
would be the Contractor's reasonable losses as a result of the termination, including
anticipated income over the unexpired portion of the Contract and any demobilisation
costs. Clause 35.3.3 and Schedule 12 set out a mechanism for calculating
compensation in the event of Force Majeure or Contractor Default but this is not
applicable to Council Default.

Another measure of damages is the value of any assets to which the Contractor has
rights. The valuation is usually only relevant to the extent that the Contractor has paid
for those assets and that it is reasonably anticipating a return from those assets.
From the best of our understanding, we are not aware of any assets into which a
significant value has been invested by SITA (such as a lease or new facilities).

The parties entered into a landfill gas variation agreement in 2008. The terms of this
agreement set out an approach for valuation on early termination of capital assets for
which the Contractor has already paid. The agreement provides that in the event of
early termination, the Council shall have the right to purchase the fixed assets for an
amount equal to the valuation. The valuation is the aggregate of the construction
and acquisition cost of the capital assets and any loss of profit. The variation
agreement also sets out the mechanism for depreciating the assets on a straight line
basis and discounting the loss of profit. If required to calculate the value of assets for
the Contract, the courts may wish to use this pre-agreed mechanism or may consider
similar principles.

New Procurement

Any new procurement will be required to conform to European Procurement
Legislation. There are two main routes commonly used for large scale
procurements, a ‘restricted’ procedure or a ‘competitive dialogue’ form. The former is
suited to simpler, often smaller projects such as IVC or potentially MRF procurement.
As suggested, the process for Restricted procedure is more straight forward than
Competitive Dialogue but still requires substantial investment in procurement
specialists, legal and technical advisors and takes time to complete. Competitive
Dialogue is more complex and suited to multiple activity projects or projects where
service or technology innovation can be introduced during the tendering process by
bidders. The timescale is longer and cost higher for Competitive Dialogue projects
than any other form of procurement but the advantage is that there is opportunity for
better value for money to be achieved. The costs of procurement will range
according to the method adopted and scope of the services but duration of 2-3 years
is not unusual with costs exceeding £1 million common.

Option 3: Combination of Options 1 and 2.

The Reference Case identifies the need for a range of infrastructure at costs from £1
million to in excess of £50 million. Consequently, the impact of financing will be
different for each activity. For all facilities except energy from waste, the adverse
impact of depreciating assets over the remaining term of the contract is relatively low.
Equally the operating life of facilities fits with the contract duration plus a period of
residual life that allows smooth transition from the existing contract to new
arrangements.

The economic case suggests that the variation of services within the SITA contract
for all activities except EfW is the optimal course and this is considered equally true
for commercial considerations.
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For EfW, the SITA is not considered viable within the constraints of the contract. The
duration of operation within the contract (from 2020 to 2025) would clearly be
insufficient to provide economic payback. The high level of capital investment
required is also considered beyond the ability of the Council to finance (see Financial
Case). As a result, taking this element out of the contract (effectively terminating a
chunk of the contract) would allow a more cost effective solution to be achieved
through a new procurement.

There is a risk that the hybrid approach would be unacceptable to SITA and that
disputes and claims may arise but this has been discussed with the contactor and at
this stage, there appears to be recognition of the sense of this approach and that
SITA would be willing to accept such a variation.

7.5 Conclusion

The broad conclusions drawn from this analysis are as follows:

• A contract extension is not an option. The risk of challenge is high, and the
consequences of a successful challenge could be operationally catastrophic

• Variations within the contract are possible and unless they could be construed as
giving SITA undue long-term advantage, carry a relatively low risk

• A new procurement for the EfW element of the Reference Case is preferred with
a consequential variation to the SITA contract to remove residual waste treatment
from approximately 2020 when an EfW is put into operation.
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8.0 The Management Case

8.0 Summary
The Management case considers options for project governance and management,
the resources required to deliver the project, the type of support and advice required
and likely procurement costs. Consideration is given to the selection and acquisition
of suitable sites for new facilities, and stakeholder engagement. An outline delivery
timetable concludes the management case.

8.1 Project Governance
Current arrangements are set out in section 2.2 of this report.

The Council has already established a formal Project Board under the PRINCE2
structure, with Senior Management, Technical, Legal, Procurement and Financial
representation and an external scrutiny role provided by the Scottish Futures Trust.

The Board reports to a specially created Council sub-committee (ZWMSC) with
delegated powers. The project is overseen by the corporate Programme
Management Office and is regularly reviewed at corporate level by the Corporate
Management Team.

These arrangements have been established for some time and are working well. No
change to the project governance structure is proposed for the next stage in the
project, although the frequency of Board meetings and representation or emphasis
may change from time to time as the project is developed.

8.1 Project Team and Management Procedures
Current Arrangements

The Current Project Team (for OBC development) consists of the following:

Project Manager: Pete Lawrence (Waste and Recycling Manager)
Project Support: Laura Blair (Waste Strategy Officer)

Callum Hay (SOLACE Enterprises)
Technical Advisors Halcrow Ltd
Legal Advisors Brodies LLP
Finance Scott Paterson (Snr Finance Officer – Projects)
Procurement Craig Innes (Head of Procurement)

The Project Sponsor and Senior Responsible Officer is Pete Leonard, Director of
Housing and Environment. The Project is managed under PRINCE2 guidelines

Proposed Arrangements

For the next stage of the project, two separate project teams are proposed – one for
the relatively straightforward task of renegotiating the SITA contract, and another
team to develop the EfW options. There will be some common membership on each
team. Both will report to the Project Board.
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Team 1 - SITA renegotiation Team (Green, Food, Recyclable, interim Residual)

Project Manager: Pete Lawrence (Waste and Recycling Manager)
Project Support: Noel Taylor (Waste Contracts Manager)

Laura Blair (Waste Strategy Officer)
Technical Advisors new appointment
Legal Advisors new appointment
Internal Legal Contact to be confirmed
Finance Scott Paterson (Snr Finance Officer – Projects)
Procurement Craig Innes (Head of Procurement)

It is proposed that the Project Sponsor and Senior Responsible Officer will be Pete
Leonard, Director of Housing and Environment.

It is proposed that new technical and legal advisors are appointed for this part of the
project through a competitive procurement process, with the follow outline briefs:

SITA Renegotiation Advisors – Outline Briefs

Technical Specialist consultancy able to:

• Advise and on industry-wide costs and processes and
provide detailed benchmark / market test comparators to
help support officers in negotiations with SITA for green,
food and recyclable material processing options.

• Advise and assist in the development of revised contract
specifications and agreement documentation as required

There may be a case to retain more than one technical
consultancy (framework contract) to provide access to as broad
a range of benchmark / market test information as possible to
inform the negotiation process.

Legal Specialist consultancy, able to

• Advise on the legality of proposed changes to the SITA
contract and on measures to mitigate the risk of any legal
challenge from regulators, the market or from SITA
themselves.

• Advise and assist in the development of revised contract
specifications and agreement documentation as required,
particularly the treatment of any split capital investment,
“bullet payment” options or post-contract asset transfer
proposals.

It is estimated that this part of the project will take 1-2 years, with service delivery
timed to coincide with the rollout of the new collection regime in 2014/5.

The Project will be managed following PRINCE2 guidelines
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Team 2 – EfW Project Team (Residual Waste)

The task for this team will be significantly more complex and will take several years
so a dedicated project manager and support staff will be required, supplemented by
in-house resources where appropriate.

The provisional structure is as follows:

Project Manager new appointment
Client representative Pete Lawrence (Waste and Recycling Manager)
Project Support: new appointment(s) + ad-hoc in-house
Technical Advisors new appointment
Legal Advisors new appointment
Financial Advisors new appointment
Internal Legal Contact to be confirmed
Finance Scott Paterson (Snr Finance Officer – Projects)
Procurement Craig Innes (Head of Procurement)

Appointments to the project manager and project support roles may be a mix of full-
time and part-time roles, and working time may vary during the lifetime of the project
according to workload.

It is proposed that the Project Sponsor and Senior Responsible Officer will be Pete
Leonard, Director of Housing and Environment.

As before, it is proposed that advisors are appointed for this part of the project
through a competitive procurement process but will require different skills and
experience compared to those supporting Team 1.

The project will need to be addressed in two distinct phases:

Phase 1: Conduct a thorough technical and financial validation of the
proposed EfW reference solution, to:

• Identify / resolve site issues
• Address planning, technology and other key risks
• Evaluate CHP / district heating potential
• Develop an updated cost model and business case
• Re-present reference case proposals for approval

It is anticipated that this element of the work will take 1-2 years

Phase 2: On approval of the revised reference case

• Set up a revised project team and advisers
• Procure a solution through the Competitive Dialogue

procurement process.

It is estimated that this element of the work will take 2-5 years
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It is proposed that new technical and legal advisors are appointed for this part of the
project through a competitive procurement process, with the follow outline briefs:

EfW Project Advisors – Outline Briefs

Technical Specialist consultancy able to:

• Advise on industry-wide costs and develop a detailed
“bottom up” construction / operational EfW cost model, to
validate the viability of the proposed local EfW / CHP
solution for Aberdeen City and extension of the City’s
district heating network.

• Advise and assist in the development of revised contract
specifications and agreement documentation as required,
including technical support during a Competitive Dialogue
(CD) procurement

There may be a case to retain more than one technical
consultancy (framework contract) to provide access to as broad
a range of specialist information as possible. Demonstrable
experience in EfW projects in 40/100k tpa range will be a
prerequisite

Financial Specialist consultancy, able to :

• Advise on approaches to funding and access to capital for a
local EfW / CHP plant including funding options for
expansion of the City’s district heating network.

• Advise and assist in the development of revised contract
specifications and agreement documentation as required
including financial support during a Competitive Dialogue
(CD) procurement

Legal Specialist consultancy, able to

• Advise on the legality of proposed changes to the SITA
contract and on measures to mitigate the risk of any legal
challenge from regulators, the market or from SITA
themselves.

• Lead and advise on the development of contract
specifications and agreement documentation including legal
support during a Competitive Dialogue (CD) procurement

It is estimated that this part of the project will take 6-8 years in total (see timetable in
section 8.4 below)

The Project will be managed following PRINCE2 guidelines
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Procurement Costs - Green, Food & Recyclables

The reference case includes a provision of £40k for SITA renegotiation costs and for
a further £90k in 2025 for re-tendering services once the SITA contract expires in
2025.

It has been assumed that re-tendering in 2025 will be undertaken using either the
open or restricted practice procurement procedures.

These costs exclude any in-house contributions, and are provided to cover the cost
of external advisors.

Procurement Costs - Residual Waste / EfW

The reference case includes a provision of £2M to cover the costs of a Competitive
Dialogue procurement and a further £1M to provide additional procurement cost
contingency.

These costs exclude any in-house contributions, and are provided to cover the cost
of new appointments to the specialist posts of project manager / project support, and
for external advisors.

Funding support (ELENA – sustainable energy projects) may be available for the
technical development and procurement phases of the EfW project. Eligibility will be
explored once the OBC has been approved.

8.2 Sites, Planning and Design
Introduction

For Green waste and Food waste decisions regarding sites will be subject to detailed
negotiations with SITA. It is possible that if negotiations are successful SITA will opt
for a joint site, but this is likely to be a commercial / operational issue. Separate sites
have been assumed in the reference case as the more conservative option.

The Council already owns a site on the Industrial Estate at Altens that may be
suitable for the proposed MRF and is understood to be likely to receive planning
permission. It is anticipated that the site will be offered to SITA to facilitate
construction of the MRF, but this is likely to be a commercial / operational issue.
Incorporation of the Council-owned site may introduce some contractual issues (who
retains ownership, payment, position on conclusion of the SITA contract in 2025 etc.)
which will need to be addressed in the negotiation process with the assistance of
specialist legal advisors.

The identification and acquisition of a site for the proposed EfW plant is more
complex. At the time of preparing this OBC no sites have been identified in the Local
Development Plan for EfW facilities and no suitable sites are in Council ownership.
Historically, site acquisition and securing planning permission has often been difficult
in the UK for similar EfW projects, and so is perceived by contractors and the finance
markets as a major project risk. Project financing, from capital markets, is unlikely to
be available until a site and planning permission is secured.

For the EfW project to go forward effectively, these site and planning issues need to
be resolved in advance of contract close, and preferably much earlier early in the
procurement process to provide certainty for bidders and reduce a major project risk.
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Site Identification

In order to mitigate the risk identified on securing planning permission, officers within
the Council have initiated a process to complete an options appraisal for suitable
sites for EfW in Aberdeen. This review is engaging a wide range of stakeholders and
will be based upon a set of defined criteria for selecting sites. Once this Appraisal is
complete it will be consulted upon and presented to the Housing and Environment
Committee for adoption.

Once adopted the sites identified they will become the preferred sites, in Council
policy terms, for EfW. This designation will not be considered a material planning
consideration or carry the same weight as a designated site the Local Development
Plan but will provide the basis for assessment of the suitability of any applications
should they come into the planning system before the next Local Development Plan.

The timetable for development of the EfW facility demonstrates that contracts are
unlikely to be in place before the conclusion of the next Local Development Plan and
that the LDP process will start well in advance of contract sign. As a result, the
preferred sites will be submitted for inclusion in the new LDP at the earliest
opportunity.

Sites for IVC and OWC are not currently identified, however, it is considered that
suitable sites could be found within the city or on adjacent sites in Aberdeenshire and
that the planning risk associated with these sites is low.

The site identified in the LDP at Altens is capable of supporting additional facilities
beyond the MRF. It would be suitable for use of a fuel preparation plant for export of
waste or for the IVC.

Securing the Sites

Once sites for EfW have been identified, then the Council will work with landowners
to seek access to at least one site. Property specialists within the Council will be
involved in identifying the best means of securing a controlling interest in land,
whether by site purchase or other options. This will be an important action for the
Project Team once agreement is reached on site requirements.

8.3 Stakeholder Commitment and Communications
Strategy

The project management structure has provided key internal stakeholders with
regular opportunities to influence the development of the project. These include:
Councillors, Finance, Legal, Procurement, SFT and senior management involved
with the project board, project team and the Sub-Committee. Once the Council has
reached a formal decision on how to progress with the project, the core project
management and decision making structure will continue while the Project Teams will
be adapted as outlined previously. This will ensure continued engagement with
Members and key internal stakeholders.

A full communications plan will be developed following approval of the OBC, with
colleagues from Marketing and Corporate Communications working with the new
Project Teams to ensure that a complete and effective strategy is designed taking
into account the different communications requirements of the two different project
streams.

There has already been a degree of engagement with relevant internal colleagues
regarding waste infrastructure planning. Representatives from Environmental Health,
Planning, Sustainable Development, Roads, Asset Management and Finance were
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invited to take part in an initial workshop to identify potential site selection criteria and
to aid with the initial identification of potential locations for facilities. Such input will
be necessary throughout the lifetime of the project and the communications strategy
will reflect this.

Public Engagement

The Outline Business Case process considers the strategic, economic, commercial
and financial issues concerning waste and recycling services for the city, however as
the focus moves towards development, operation and implementation, there will be a
need for considerable public engagement and consultation.

The Waste and Recycling Service already engages with the public in a number of
ways, primarily through the Waste Aware Team. This team is dedicated to public
education and awareness raising in relation to household waste and recycling issues.
Through their community based activities, the Waste Aware Team feedback public
opinion on services to colleagues within the Waste and Recycling Service as well as
communicating waste and recycling messages.

Officers in Waste Strategy, in conjunction with colleagues in the Waste Aware Team,
have submitted questions to the City Voice questionnaire for the last five years.
These questions cover a range of waste and recycling topics including opinions on
existing services and what they would like to see in the future. This mechanism has
allowed the service to regularly engage with local residents on potential service
changes and has allowed the service to gather opinion on a number of relevant
issues including a move to co-mingled recycling and the potential development of
EfW within Aberdeen City.

Through both of these mechanisms, the Waste and Recycling Service maintains on-
going public engagement and consultation.

To ensure the effective and efficient implementation of major service changes or
introduction of new services it will be necessary to ensure that there is a considerable
increase in communication and consultation activities geared towards local residents.
This will require a detailed communications strategy involving efficient use of existing
resources and communication activities as well as greater input and partnership
working with other departments and teams potentially including Housing, City
Wardens, Planning and Environmental Service. The full Communication and
Engagement Strategy which will be developed following the decision by Members on
how to progress with the project, will include a full public engagement.
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Example Evaluation score sheets Appendix 5.1.1

Each option was scored using guidelines for consistency (see Appendix 5.1.2).

This is the score sheet for Option G1 – Windrow Composting (Merchant facility,
Aberdeenshire)

Overall Score 3.475
OBC Option Appraisal - Evaluation Matrix (excluding Finance)

Primary Weighting: Deliverability bias

Primary Criteria Primary
Score Secondary Criteria Score Weighting Assessment Methodology or Indicator

Track record of technology 5 15% Professional judgement – performance of similar processes in UK

Flexibility of technology 4 20% Professional judgement – impact of varying tonnages and input composition

Weighting Diversion of waste from landfill 4 25% From tonnage estimates

20% Percentage of input stream recycled 5 10% From tonnage estimates

Weighted
Score Sustainability of markets for recycled materials 3 10% Professional judgement – volatility in market for material; quality impacts;

regulatory impacts.

Energy efficiency of process 0 20% Professional judgement – performance of similar processes in UK

100%

Primary Criteria Primary
Score Secondary Criteria Score Weighting Assessment Methodology or Indicator

Likely Carbon metric performance 2 20% Professional judgement – assessment based on available data

Minimise transport impact 4 40% From likely plant locations and tonnage estimates

Weighting Environmental performance of process 4 40% Professional judgement – performance of similar processes in UK

20%

Weighted
Score

100%

Primary Criteria Primary
Score Secondary Criteria Score Weighting Assessment Methodology or Indicator

Conformity with waste strategy 4 20% Professional judgement - measure against local / national requirements

Delivery timescale 5 15% Professional judgement – based on budget and regulatory targets

Weighting Site availability / land take required 3.5 10% Professional judgement – based on local site search exercise

45% Bankability of solution 5 20% Professional judgement – track record of private financing in the UK

Weighted
Score Planning risk 4 15% Professional judgement – previous project history ACC

Contractual challenge risk 4 20% Professional judgement – Brodies

100%

Primary Criteria Primary
Score Secondary Criteria Score Weighting Assessment Methodology or Indicator

Local (permanent) employment opportunity 2 25% Number of direct local jobs created

Local (temporary) employment opportunity 1 25% Number of local jobs during construction phase

Weighting Fuel poverty reduction 0 25% Professional judgement – opportunity to use CHP for social benefit

15% Economic development opportunities 1 25% Professional judgement – based on likely plant capability & location

Weighted
Score

100%

1.935

Deliverabilty

Socio-economic

1

0.15

4.3

Technical

3.35

0.67

Environmental

3.6

0.72
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Appendix 5.1.3 – Gate Fees

Aberdeen City Council OBC Development - Gate fees Summary
Waste Services (Draft 5a - Aug 2012)

2020 Tonnage estimates

Material Tonnes Process CapEx (£ 000's) Annual (£ 000's) OpEx (£ 000's) Period (yrs) Gate (£/t) Gate (£/t) Source / Commentary

Green Waste 12288 Open Windrow 24.00£ WRAP Gate Fees Report
21.00£ WRAP (Welsh Assembly Government)
18.00£ Halcrow (TEG - Perthshire (Glenfarg))

Capex rate % 5% 2,000£ 160£ 285£ 20 36.25£ 36.25£ Halcrow (Eunomia)
Future value (%) 0%

Average 24.81£

Miles ( 1 way) Rnd. Trip (Days) Veh type Transport (£/t) Total (£/t)

Load 30 mins 0 0.00 3 -£ 24.81£ Plant in Aberdeen (no WTS)
Unload 30 mins 35 0.30 3 8.68£ 33.49£ Aberdeenshire

100 0.60 3 17.36£ 42.17£ Perthshire (Glenfarg)
Travel 40 MPH 135 0.80 3 23.14£ 47.95£ Central Belt

Return load factor 0% 160 0.90 3 26.03£ 50.85£ Western Scotland

CapEx (£ 000's) Annual (£ 000's) OpEx (£ 000's) Period (yrs) Gate (£/t) Gate (£/t) Source / Commentary

Green Waste 7583 Open Windrow 24.00£ WRAP Gate Fees Report
Reduced tonnage - 4795t to Food IVC 21.00£ WRAP (Welsh Assembly Government)

18.00£ Halcrow (TEG - Perthshire (Glenfarg))
Capex rate % 5% 1,700£ 136£ 285£ 20 55.57£ 55.57£ Halcrow (Eunomia) (see note 9)

Future value (%) 0%
Average 29.64£

Miles ( 1 way) Rnd. Trip (Days) Veh type Transport (£/t) Total (£/t)

Load 30 mins 0.00 3 -£ 29.64£ Plant in Aberdeen (no WTS)
Unload 30 mins 35 0.30 3 8.68£ 38.32£ Aberdeenshire

100 0.60 3 17.36£ 47.00£ Perthshire (Glenfarg)
Travel 40 MPH 135 0.80 3 23.14£ 52.78£ Central Belt

Return load factor 0% 160 0.90 3 26.03£ 55.68£ Western Scotland

Appendix 5.1.3 Commercial in Confidence – restricted publication
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Aberdeen City Council OBC Development - Gate fees Summary
Waste Services (Draft 5a - Aug 2012)

2020 Tonnage estimates

CapEx (£ 000's) Annual (£ 000's) OpEx (£ 000's) Period (yrs) Gate (£/t) Gate (£/t) Source / Commentary

Food Waste 4705 AD 43.00£ WRAP Gate Fees Report
60.00£ WRAP (Welsh Assembly Government)
40.00£ Halcrow (TEG - Perthshire (Glenfarg))

tbc Halcrow (Keenan - Aberdeenshire)
tbc Halcrow (Scottish Water - Cumbernauld)
tbc Halcrow (Shanks - Cumbernauld)

Average 48.13£

Miles ( 1 way) Rnd. Trip (Days) Veh type Transport (£/t) Total (£/t)

Load 30 mins 0 0.00 1 -£ 48.13£ Plant in Aberdeen (no WTS)
Unload 30 mins 35 0.30 1 14.58£ 62.70£ Aberdeenshire

100 0.70 1 34.01£ 82.14£ Perthshire (Glenfarg)
Travel 35 MPH 135 0.90 1 43.73£ 91.85£ Central Belt

Return load factor 0% 160 1.00 1 48.59£ 96.71£ Western Scotland

CapEx (£ 000's) Annual (£ 000's) OpEx (£ 000's) Period (yrs) Gate (£/t) Gate (£/t) Source / Commentary

Food Waste 4705 IVC 43.00£ WRAP Gate Fees Report
43.00£ WRAP (Welsh Assembly Government)

Capex rate % 5% 1,500£ 120£ 71£ 20 40.58£ 40.58£ Halcrow (Hotrot / VCU)
Future value (%) 0% 776£ 62£ 109£ 20 36.49£ 36.49£ Halcrow (Eunomia)

Average 43.61£

Miles ( 1 way) Rnd. Trip (Days) Veh type Transport (£/t) Total (£/t)

Load 30 mins 0 0.00 3 -£ 43.61£ Plant in Aberdeen (no WTS)
Unload 30 mins 35 0.30 3 8.68£ 52.29£ Aberdeenshire

100 0.60 3 17.36£ 60.97£ Perthshire (Glenfarg)
Travel 40 MPH 135 0.80 3 23.14£ 66.75£ Central Belt

Return load factor 0% 160 0.90 3 26.03£ 69.65£ Western Scotland
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Aberdeen City Council OBC Development - Gate fees Summary
Waste Services (Draft 5a - Aug 2012)

2020 Tonnage estimates

CapEx (£ 000's) Annual (£ 000's) OpEx (£ 000's) Period (yrs) Gate (£/t) Gate (£/t) Source / Commentary

DRM inc. glass 31848 MRF 30.50£ Halcrow (Eunomia)
30.00£ WRAP (Welsh Assembly Government)

Capex rate % 5% 3,130£ 304£ 1,209£ 12 47.51£ note 10 Halcrow (WRAP MRF Model)
Future value (%) 25% 4,000£ 451£ 303£ 12 23.67£ 23.67£ Halcrow (Kaizen)

tbc Halcrow (Shanks - Blochairn)
tbc Halcrow (Viridor)

10.00£ Halcrow (William Tracey - Paisley)
27.50£ Halcrow (EIS Waste - Nigg, Aberdeen)

tbc Halcrow (Valpak)

Average 21.53£

Miles ( 1 way) Rnd. Trip (Days) Veh type Transport (£/t) Total (£/t)

Load 30 mins 0 0.00 2 -£ 21.53£ Plant in Aberdeen (no WTS)
Unload 30 mins 35 0.30 2 5.58£ 27.11£ Aberdeenshire

100 0.60 2 11.16£ 32.69£ Perthshire (Glenfarg)
Travel 40 MPH 135 0.80 2 14.88£ 36.40£ Central Belt

Return load factor 25% (cost reduction) 160 0.90 2 16.74£ 38.26£ Western Scotland
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Aberdeen City Council OBC Development - Gate fees Summary
Waste Services (Draft 5a - Aug 2012)

2020 Tonnage estimates

CapEx (£ 000's) Annual (£ 000's) OpEx (£ 000's) Period (yrs) Gate (£/t) Gate (£/t) Source / Commentary

Residual Waste 61983 Mechanical Sort 3,000£ 241£ 806£ 20 16.88£ 16.88£ Halcrow (Kaizen)
Sort 6,250£ 502£ 375£ 20 14.14£ 14.14£ Halcrow (IIEX 2005 - see note 7)

Capex rate % 5%
Future value (%) 0% Average 15.51£

Residual Waste 61983 MBT 25,000£ 2,006£ 1,550£ 20 57.36£ 57.36£ Halcrow (Herhof)
MBT 84.00£ WRAP Gate Fees Report

Capex rate % 5% 16,250£ 1,304£ 1,375£ 20 43.22£ 43.22£ Halcrow (IIEX 2005 - see note 8)
Future value (%) 0%

Average 61.53£

Miles ( 1 way) Rnd. Trip (Days) Veh type Transport (£/t) Total (£/t)

Load 30 mins 0 0.00 3 -£ 61.53£ Plant in Aberdeen (no WTS)
Unload 30 mins 35 0.30 3 8.68£ 70.21£ Aberdeenshire

100 0.60 3 17.36£ 78.88£ Perthshire (Glenfarg)
Travel 40 MPH 135 0.80 3 23.14£ 84.67£ Central Belt

Return load factor 0% 160 0.90 3 26.03£ 87.56£ Western Scotland

Inc pre-sort 77.04£ Plant in Aberdeen (no WTS)
85.72£ Aberdeenshire
94.40£ Perthshire (Glenfarg)

100.18£ Central Belt
103.07£ Western Scotland
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Aberdeen City Council OBC Development - Gate fees Summary
Waste Services (Draft 5a - Aug 2012)

2020 Tonnage estimates

CapEx (£ 000's) Annual (£ 000's) OpEx (£ 000's) Period (yrs) Gate (£/t) Gate (£/t) Source / Commentary

Residual Waste 61983 Mechanical Sort 3,000£ 241£ 806£ 20 16.88£ 16.88£ Halcrow (Kaizen)
Sort 6,250£ 502£ 375£ 20 14.14£ 14.14£ Halcrow (IIEX 2005 - see note 7)

Capex rate % 5%
Future value (%) 0% Average 15.51£

Residual Waste 61983 EfW 145.50£ WRAP Gate Fees report (see note 1)
EfW (Incineration)

Capex rate % 5% 54,475£ 4,371£ 7,360£ 20 189.27£ 189.27£ Halcrow (Steve Last - see note 2)
Future value (%) 0% 32,500£ 2,608£ 5,733£ 20 134.57£ 134.57£ Halcrow (Eunomia 2009 - See note 3)

76,267£ 6,120£ 3,276£ 20 151.59£ 151.59£ Halcrow (Eunomia 2009 - See note 4a)
78,200£ 6,275£ 3,188£ 20 152.67£ 152.67£ Halcrow (Eunomia 2009 - See note 4b)
53,500£ 4,293£ 3,250£ 20 121.69£ 121.69£ Halcrow (IIEX 2005 - See note 5)
72,055£ 5,782£ 6,043£ 20 190.78£ 190.78£ Halcrow (Stantec 2011 - see note 6)

-£
Energy Income ROCS Average 137.34£

£/tonne
kwh/tonne 450 Incineration + CHP: 18.32£ (1 ROC per MWh) 137.34£ Gross Gate fee

£/Mwh 50 Gasification, pyrolysis: 36.64£ (2 ROCS per MWh) 22.50£ Estimated energy income
per tonne (£) 22.50£ Assume Incineration + CHP (1 ROC) 18.32£ ROCS (Incineration + CHP)

ROC Value Aug 2012 40.71£
96.52£ Net gate fee (cost)
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Aberdeen City Council OBC Development - Gate fees Summary
Waste Services (Draft 5a - Aug 2012)

2020 Tonnage estimates

CapEx (£ 000's) Annual (£ 000's) OpEx (£ 000's) Period (yrs) Gate (£/t) Gate (£/t) Source / Commentary

Residual Waste 61983 Mechanical Sort 3,000£ 241£ 806£ 20 16.88£ 16.88£ Halcrow (Kaizen)
Sort 6,250£ 502£ 375£ 20 14.14£ 14.14£ Halcrow (IIEX 2005 - see note 7)

Capex rate % 5%
Future value (%) 0% Average 15.51£

Residual Waste 61983 RDF pre-treat 25.00£ Halcrow
RDF Preparation

Average 46.75£

Residual Waste 61983 RDF 55.00£ Halcrow
RDF + £25 transport & shipping 80.00£

Average 81.25£

Miles ( 1 way) Rnd. Trip (Days) Veh type Transport (£/t) Total (£/t)

Load 30 mins 135 0.80 2 19.83£ 101.08£ Central belt
Unload 30 mins 160 0.90 2 22.31£ 103.56£ Western Scotland

280 2.00 2 49.59£ 130.84£ Teeside
Travel 40 MPH to Teeside:

Return load factor 0% (cost reduction)

Notes 1 50% added to upper limit gate fee of £97/t to allow for reduced economies of scale (£97/t for 200k tpa)
2 Assumes 100,000 tpa, 3.5Ha site at £450k/ Ha and CapEx of £46M - 15% added to prices, which are 2006-8
3 McLanaghan 2002 63k tpa plant, CapEx of €20M, OpEx of €56/t. Assumed 50 % inflation, and exchange rate £1 to €1.2

4a AEAT 1999 125k tpa plant (elec only), CapEx of €44M, OpEx of €30/t. Assumed 60 % inflation, £1 to €1.2 + 30% for economies of scale
4b AEAT 1999 125k tpa plant (CHP), CapEx of €51M, OpEx of €33/t. Assumed 60 % inflation, £1 to €1.2 + 30% for economies of scale
5 For 50k tpa plant, 2005. Assume 25% inflation on CapEx £42.8M, OpEx £2.6M
6 $775/t CapEx (+/- 50%) and $65/t OpEx (+/- 30%). Assume +25% (higher limit), and exchange rate of £1 = $1.2
7 For 50k tpa plant, 2005. Assume 25% inflation on CapEx £5M, OpEx £0.3M
8 For 50k tpa plant, 2005. Assume 25% inflation on CapEx £13M, OpEx £1.1M
9 Capex and Opex for larger plant. This impacts on the average rate in this group, and probably reflects reduced economy of scale, so 85% of capital costs used

10 MRF Model costs (approx £75/t) do not account for income - so this value ignored in average calculations
11 EfW costs are gross costs. Reductions from energy inocme, ROCS, RHI etc

Return load factor: % reduction on transport costs where there is realistic possibility of return load to offset cost
Travel speeds assumed average 40 mph (except food to AD - Hooklift @ 35 mph)
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Appendix 5.1.4 – Projected Waste Arisings

Projected Waste Arisings 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036

Projected Tonnage 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619

1 Residual (trade) Tonnes: 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289
Extra tonnes:
New profile: 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289 12289

10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7%

2 Residual (other) Tonnes: 52554 52554 52554 43679 37202 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681
Extra tonnes: -8875 -6477 -1521 0

To Green & Food: -542 -1012 -470
To recycling: -8333 -5465 -1051

from CA and other: 0
New profile: 52554 52554 43679 37202 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681 35681

45.9% 45.9% 38.1% 32.5% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1% 31.1%

3 Green and Food Tonnes: 12906 12906 12906 15512 16523 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993
Extra tonnes: 542 1012 470

from CA and other: 2063
New profile: 12906 12906 15512 16523 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993 16993

11.3% 11.3% 13.5% 14.4% 14 8% 14 8% 14 8% 14 8% 14 8% 14.8% 14.8% 14.8% 14.8% 14 8% 14 8% 14 8% 14 8% 14 8% 14 8% 14.8% 14.8% 14.8% 14.8% 14 8% 14 8%

Food Only: 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705 4705
4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1%

Green only (Balance): 8201.2 8201.2 10807 11818 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288 12288
7.2% 7.2% 9.4% 10.3% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7%

5 Paper, Card (no change) Tonnes: 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490
Extra tonnes:
New profile: 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%

6 Recyclables Tonnes: 15024 15024 15024 24841 30307 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358
from residual 8333 5465 1051 0

from other 1484
15024 15024 24841 30307 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358 31358
13.1% 13.1% 21.7% 26.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4% 27.4%

7 CA and other Tonnes 21356 21356 21356 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808
To Green and food -2063

to Recyclables -1484
to residual 0

Balance 21356 21356 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808 17808
18.6% 18.6% 15.5% 15.5% 15 5% 15 5% 15 5% 15 5% 15 5% 15.5% 15.5% 15.5% 15.5% 15 5% 15 5% 15 5% 15 5% 15 5% 15 5% 15.5% 15.5% 15.5% 15.5% 15 5% 15 5%

Check tonnes 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619 114619
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These additional factors all point to introducing a managed delay in the development of an
EfW plant to allow these issues to be addressed, or at least mitigated as effectively as
possible. This suggests that options R4 and R5 are preferable even though they tend to rank
as second or third options in the structured technical scoring. These options include an
interim solution to address waste processing needs, while the issues related to the
development of a local EfW facility are as far as possible resolved.

Option R4 is projected to be the best value-for-money in this sub-group so taking all these
issues into account, option R4 is proposed as the preferred technical residual waste option.
Option R5 (RDF export) has potential but will require capital investment in a local
preparation plant, which may not be economic over a relatively short operational life – unless
elements can be re-used in the EfW process. (The RDF plant may only be needed until the
local EfW facility is operational)

Consequently, Option R4 is the preferred technical option for residual waste but the
technical scoring is similar to R5, so either option may be deliverable depending on the
outcome of negotiations with SITA.

On a technical ranking, the reference case is thus:

• New, local windrow composting plant delivered within SITA Contract (G2)
• New, local food IVC plant delivered within SITA Contract (F2)
• New, local MRF (inc. glass handling) delivered within SITA Contract (RC2)
• Interim export of waste, delivered within SITA Contract (R4/5)
• Resolution of site, planning and financing issues for new procurement of Energy from

Waste facility in Aberdeen for delivery around 2020 (R4/5)
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PROJECTED COSTS Reference ACC OBC v 0.4 Aug 2012
© CH2 Associates Ltd 2009-2012

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036

Revenue Costs (£ 000's)

Operational Costs

1 Residual (trade) 1,160£ 1,197£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
2 Residual (other) 3,318£ 3,424£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
3 Green and Food 2,266£ 2,339£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
4 Glass, Plastic and Cans 2,330£ 2,404£ 2,480£ 2,559£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
5 Paper, Card 226£ 233£ 240£ 248£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
6 Other (no direct collection) 361£ 373£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
7 New regime Trade residual -£ -£ 1,235£ 1,274£ 1,314£ 1,356£ 1,399£ 1,443£ 1,489£ 1,536£ 1,584£ 1,635£ 1,686£ 1,740£ 1,795£ 1,852£ 1,910£ 1,971£ 2,033£ 2,098£ 2,164£ 2,233£ 2,303£ 2,376£ 2,452£
8 New regime Residual -£ -£ 3 595£ 3 639£ 2 552£ 2 633£ 2 716£ 2 802£ 2 891£ 2 983£ 3 077£ 3 175£ 3 275£ 3 379£ 3 486£ 3 596£ 3 710£ 3 828£ 3 949£ 4 074£ 4 203£ 4 336£ 4 473£ 4 615£ 4 761£
9 New regime Co-mingled -£ -£ -£ -£ 5,287£ 5,448£ 5,614£ 5,785£ 5,961£ 6,143£ 6,330£ 6,523£ 6,722£ 6,927£ 7,139£ 7,357£ 7,581£ 7,813£ 8,052£ 8,298£ 8,552£ 8,813£ 9,083£ 9,361£ 9,648£
10 New regime Green (Windrow) -£ -£ 1,223£ 1,377£ 1,474£ 1,518£ 1,563£ 1,609£ 1,657£ 1,706£ 1,756£ 1,809£ 1,862£ 1,918£ 1,975£ 2,033£ 2,094£ 2,156£ 2,220£ 2,286£ 2,355£ 2,425£ 2,497£ 2,572£ 2,648£
11 New regime Green (part > food) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
12 New regime Food IVC -£ -£ 1 091£ 1 123£ 1 157£ 1 192£ 1 227£ 1 264£ 1 302£ 1 341£ 1 381£ 1 422£ 1 465£ 1 509£ 1 554£ 1 601£ 1 649£ 1 698£ 1 749£ 1 802£ 1 856£ 1 912£ 1 970£ 2 029£ 2 090£
13 New regime Food AD -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
14 New regime CA Sites & Other -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
15 -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
16 -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
17 -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
18 -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
19 Direct to Landfill -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

R Residual Waste -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

sub-total 9,663£ 9,970£ 9,864£ 10,220£ 11,784£ 12,146£ 12,519£ 12,903£ 13,299£ 13,708£ 14,129£ 14,563£ 15,011£ 15,472£ 15,948£ 16,439£ 16,945£ 17,466£ 18,004£ 18,558£ 19,130£ 19,719£ 20,326£ 20,953£ 21,599£

20 Inert landfill -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

sub-total -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

21 Mechanical pre-sort (local) -£ -£ 1,294£ 1,306£ 1,051£ 1,074£ 1,099£ 1,123£ 1,149£ 1,175£ 1,201£ 1,228£ 1,256£ 1,284£ 1,313£ 1,342£ 1,372£ 1,403£ 1,435£ 1,467£ 1,500£ 1,534£ 1,568£ 1,604£ 1,640£
22 RDF preparation (local) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
23 Raw Waste Export -£ -£ 9,596£ 9,771£ 7,929£ 8,180£ 8,441£ 8,711£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
24 EFW (local) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ 11 157£ 11 408£ 11 665£ 11 927£ 12 195£ 12 470£ 12 750£ 13 037£ 13 331£ 13 631£ 13 937£ 14 251£ 14 571£ 14 899£ 15 235£ 15 577£ 15 928£

sub-total -£ -£ 10,890£ 11,077£ 8,980£ 9,255£ 9,539£ 9,834£ 12,306£ 12,582£ 12,866£ 13,155£ 13,451£ 13,754£ 14,063£ 14,380£ 14,703£ 15,034£ 15,372£ 15,718£ 16,072£ 16,433£ 16,803£ 17,181£ 17,568£

25 Active Landfill 3,882£ 4,009£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

sub-total 3,882£ 4,009£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

Total Operations cost (£ 000's) 13,544£ 13,979£ 20,754£ 21,297£ 20,764£ 21,401£ 22,058£ 22,737£ 25,605£ 26,290£ 26,995£ 27,718£ 28,462£ 29,226£ 30,011£ 30,818£ 31,648£ 32,500£ 33,376£ 34,276£ 35,201£ 36,152£ 37,129£ 38,134£ 39,166£

Management and Contract Costs

Management on-costs (£ 000's) 959£ 1,021£ 1,503£ 1,537£ 2,571£ 1,607£ 1,096£ 1,121£ 1,146£ 1,172£ 1,198£ 1,250£ 1,319£ 1,281£ 1,310£ 1,340£ 1,370£ 1,400£ 1,432£ 1,464£ 1,497£ 1,531£ 1,565£ 1,600£ 1,637£
Performance incentives (£ 000's) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

Total management costs (£ 000's) 959£ 1,021£ 1,503£ 1,537£ 2,571£ 1,607£ 1,096£ 1,121£ 1,146£ 1,172£ 1,198£ 1,250£ 1,319£ 1,281£ 1,310£ 1,340£ 1,370£ 1,400£ 1,432£ 1,464£ 1,497£ 1,531£ 1,565£ 1,600£ 1,637£

Loan charges (£ 000's)

Sub-total (£ 000's) -£ 100£ 201£ 201£ 201£ 201£ 401£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 502£ 401£ 401£ 401£

Financing (£ 000's)

Sub-total (£ 000's) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

Tax (£ 000's)

Projected Carbon Tax liability OFF -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

Projected Landfill Tax liability 5,047£ 5,678£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

Sub-total (£ 000's) 5,047£ 5,678£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

LAS Fines

Sub-total (£ 000's) OFF -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

Inflated figures
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Total Cost (£ 000's) N.B - Indexation is ON

Operations Cost 13,544£ 13,979£ 20,754£ 21,297£ 20,764£ 21,401£ 22,058£ 22,737£ 25,605£ 26,290£ 26,995£ 27,718£ 28,462£ 29,226£ 30,011£ 30,818£ 31,648£ 32,500£ 33,376£ 34,276£ 35,201£ 36,152£ 37,129£ 38,134£ 39,166£
Indirect Process costs -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
Management and Contract 959£ 1,021£ 1,503£ 1,537£ 2,571£ 1,607£ 1,096£ 1,121£ 1,146£ 1,172£ 1,198£ 1,250£ 1,319£ 1,281£ 1,310£ 1,340£ 1,370£ 1,400£ 1,432£ 1,464£ 1,497£ 1,531£ 1,565£ 1,600£ 1,637£
Loan Charges -£ 100£ 201£ 201£ 201£ 201£ 401£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 602£ 502£ 401£ 401£ 401£
Financing -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
Tax 5,047£ 5,678£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
LAS Fines -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

Gross costs (£ 000's) 19,551£ 20,778£ 22,458£ 23,035£ 23,536£ 23,208£ 23,556£ 24,460£ 27,353£ 28,064£ 28,795£ 29,570£ 30,382£ 31,109£ 31,923£ 32,760£ 33,619£ 34,502£ 35,410£ 36,342£ 37,300£ 38,184£ 39,096£ 40,136£ 41,204£

Income / Savings

Stream Incomes

1 Residual (trade) 1 991-£ 2 035-£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
2 Residual (other) 420-£ 429-£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
3 Green and Food 1-£ 1-£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
4 Glass, Plastic and Cans 53-£ 54-£ 56-£ 57-£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
5 Paper Card 63-£ 64-£ 66-£ 67-£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
6 Other (no direct collection) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
7 New regime Trade residual -£ -£ 2,081-£ 2,128-£ 2,176-£ 2,225-£ 2,275-£ 2,326-£ 2,378-£ 2,432-£ 2,487-£ 2,543-£ 2,600-£ 2,658-£ 2,718-£ 2,779-£ 2,842-£ 2,906-£ 2,971-£ 3,038-£ 3,106-£ 3,176-£ 3,248-£ 3,321-£ 3,396-£
8 New regime Residual -£ -£ 631-£ 633-£ 440-£ 450-£ 460-£ 471-£ 481-£ 492-£ 503-£ 514-£ 526-£ 538-£ 550-£ 562-£ 575-£ 588-£ 601-£ 615-£ 628-£ 643-£ 657-£ 672-£ 687-£
9 New regime Co-mingled -£ -£ -£ -£ 1-£ 1-£ 1-£ 1-£ 1-£ 1-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£ 2-£
10 New regime Green (Windrow) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
11 New regime Green (part > food) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
12 New regime Food IVC -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
13 New regime Food AD -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
14 New regime CA Sites & Other -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
15 -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
16 -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
17 -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
18 -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
19 Direct to Landfill -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

R Residual Waste -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

sub-total 2,528-£ 2,585-£ 2,834-£ 2,886-£ 2,617-£ 2,676-£ 2,737-£ 2,798-£ 2,861-£ 2,925-£ 2,991-£ 3,059-£ 3,127-£ 3,198-£ 3,270-£ 3,343-£ 3,418-£ 3,495-£ 3,574-£ 3,654-£ 3,737-£ 3,821-£ 3,907-£ 3,995-£ 4,085-£

20 Inert landfill -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

sub-total -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

21 Mechanical pre-sort (local) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
22 RDF preparation (local) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
23 Raw Waste Export -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£
24 EFW (local) -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ 2,827-£ 2,968-£ 3,117-£ 3,272-£ 3,436-£ 3,608-£ 3,788-£ 3,978-£ 4,177-£ 4,385-£ 4,605-£ 4,835-£ 5,077-£ 5,330-£ 5,597-£ 5,877-£ 6,171-£

sub-total -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ 2,827-£ 2,968-£ 3,117-£ 3,272-£ 3,436-£ 3,608-£ 3,788-£ 3,978-£ 4,177-£ 4,385-£ 4,605-£ 4,835-£ 5,077-£ 5,330-£ 5,597-£ 5,877-£ 6,171-£

25 Active Landfill -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£ -£

Total Income (£ 000's) 2,528-£ 2,585-£ 2,834-£ 2,886-£ 2,617-£ 2,676-£ 2,737-£ 2,798-£ 5,688-£ 5,894-£ 6,108-£ 6,331-£ 6,563-£ 6,806-£ 7,058-£ 7,321-£ 7,595-£ 7,881-£ 8,179-£ 8,489-£ 8,813-£ 9,151-£ 9,504-£ 9,872-£ 10,255-£

Budget

Total cost 19,551£ 20,778£ 22,458£ 23,035£ 23,536£ 23,208£ 23,556£ 24,460£ 27,353£ 28,064£ 28,795£ 29,570£ 30,382£ 31,109£ 31,923£ 32,760£ 33,619£ 34,502£ 35,410£ 36,342£ 37,300£ 38,184£ 39,096£ 40,136£ 41,204£
less income 2 528-£ 2 585-£ 2 834-£ 2 886-£ 2 617-£ 2 676-£ 2 737-£ 2 798-£ 5 688-£ 5 894-£ 6 108-£ 6 331-£ 6 563-£ 6 806-£ 7 058-£ 7 321-£ 7 595-£ 7 881-£ 8 179-£ 8 489-£ 8 813-£ 9 151-£ 9 504-£ 9 872-£ 10 255-£

sub - total (£ 000's) 17,023£ 18,193£ 19,624£ 20,149£ 20,919£ 20,532£ 20,819£ 21,662£ 21,665£ 22,171£ 22,687£ 23,239£ 23,819£ 24,303£ 24,865£ 25,439£ 26,024£ 26,621£ 27,231£ 27,853£ 28,487£ 29,033£ 29,592£ 30,264£ 30,949£

Basline 17 023£ 18 053£ 19 097£ 19 523£ 19 964£ 20 419£ 20 889£ 21 374£ 21 875£ 22 393£ 22 928£ 23 481£ 24 052£ 24 641£ 25 250£ 25 879£ 26 528£ 27 199£ 27 892£ 28 608£ 29 347£ 30 110£ 30 899£ 31 713£ 32 554£

Surplus / shortfall (£ 000's) -£ 140£ 527£ 626£ 955£ 113£ 69-£ 288£ 210-£ 223-£ 241-£ 241-£ 233-£ 338-£ 385-£ 440-£ 504-£ 578-£ 661-£ 755-£ 860-£ 1,077-£ 1,307-£ 1,449-£ 1,605-£
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1. Introduction 

This section outlines the purpose and context for this report, the scope of work and the 
various options that are appraised.  

1.1 Purpose of Report 

Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure UK Limited (hereafter ‘Amec Foster Wheeler’) was 

appointed by Aberdeen City Council (ACC) in November 2013 to provide a Business Case (referred to as 
2013 Business Case in this report) for the development of an Energy from Waste (EfW) facility as a waste 
treatment solution for the City’s residual municipal solid waste (rMSW).  The Council had previously 

produced an Outline Business Case for Waste Facilities in October 2012.    

This Addendum addresses the changes to the modelling inputs since the 2013 Business Case, and sets out 
the overall results.  It is not a stand-alone business case and should be read in conjunction with both the 
2012 Outline Business Case and 2013 Business Case. 

1.2 Context 

The 2013 Business Case considered a series of options for the development including the development of a 
stand-alone plant sized for ACC alone, a larger EfW which could also accept rMSW from a neighbouring 
authority, or with a pre-treatment facility with all rMSW exported to an existing facility in Northern Europe.  
The recommendations arising from this study were primarily; 

 Secure support for a Large EfW 

 Secure site for new EfW 

 Develop procurement strategy 

 Research and develop RDF contingency arrangements 

 Keep a watching brief on potential changes in law and policy 

Since the Energy from Waste Business Case was issued, discussions have been ongoing between ACC and 
Aberdeenshire and Moray Councils and in principle the Authorities have decided to work together to 
progress a joint solution.  A site within East Tullos Industrial Estate has been identified for the development 
and is now in the process of being purchased from SGN by ACC prior to an application for planning 
permission.   

The 2013 Business Case now requires to be updated to reflect the recent activities and test the joint working 
option against the other original options to ensure it remains the preferred solution and offers all three 
Authorities value for money.    

1.3 Scope of Work 

As defined in Amec Foster Wheeler’s proposal (e-mailed to the Council on 1st July 2015), the scope of works 
comprises modelling of waste flows and cost base for three options: 

 EfW sized for Aberdeen City Council only 

 The continued use of RDF export for Aberdeen City Council through use of the Altens RDF 
Facility post SITA contract. 

 A joint Authority EfW for Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Moray Council 
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The Private-Public Partnership (PPP) variants on these options have not been refreshed as the current 
preference is for a Council funded option (albeit the previous general findings in terms of differential factors 
between the various funding options would still apply). 

Ernst and Young was appointed by the Council to undertake financial modelling, based on the mass flow and 
cost assumptions provided by Amec Foster Wheeler.  Their report is provided in Appendix 2. 

1.4 Outline of Options 

The modelling of waste flows and costs undertaken for the 2012 Outline Business Case and 2013 Business 
Case, provided detail on five options.  Three of these have been updated within this Addendum as set out 
below. 

Option One (Small EfW, Council financed):  

To develop a facility on a site identified within the Council’s boundary with the purpose of treating Aberdeen’s 

residual waste arisings. The capital investment to provide this facility would be funded directly by the 
Council, and a partner waste contractor engaged to manage the facility’s operational activities on the 
Council’s behalf.  It offers the potential benefit of renewable energy generation within the City.  It would not 
include front end mechanical treatment (MT) due to the potential for exemption under the Thermal Treatment 
Guidelines. 

Option Two (Small EfW, PPP financed):  

NOT REMODELLED 

Option Three (Large EfW, Council financed):  

As option 1, with a larger EfW facility that is sized to take other residual waste.  This other waste is assumed 
to be Aberdeenshire Council (70 ktpa) and Moray Council (20 ktpa), but could also include some commercial 
and industrial wastes.  With this option the MT facility need not be co-located with the EfW, as this could take 
place at the waste source, with the EfW being constructed at a suitable central site.  As above, exemption 
from further pre-treatment of residual waste could be obtained by all three Councils.  The capital investment 
to provide this facility would be funded directly by the Council and a partner waste contractor engaged to 
manage operations; 

Option Four (Large EfW, PPP financed):  

NOT REMODELLED 

Option Five (RDF offtake):  

The Council has been progressing an interim treatment solution comprising the preparation of waste as 
Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) prior to export to European EfW facilities. The business case considers this 
waste treatment option also as a long term solution, assessing whether the cost of this waste management 
practice would provide better value for money.  
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2. Technical Modelling 

This section considers updated costings for each of the Options using the outputs from 
mass flow modelling to inform an outline financial appraisal.  

2.1 Mass Flow Modelling 
The previous technical note on the underlying modelling undertaken by Amec Foster Wheeler has been 
updated (see Appendix 1) and includes a summary of key inputs. 

The required EfW facility size for Option 1 is 60,000 tonnes per year, and a similar tonnage from ACC 
requires pre-treatment and RDF offtake in Option 5. 

For Options 3 the rMSW inputs are; 

 Aberdeen City Council – annual tonnages with waste growth and changes in recycling rates 
etc  as previously modelled (e.g. no major updates to the detailed mass flow model ACC Profile 
Model V11 – 20130918) 

 Moray Council - a fixed 20ktpa.  Note that their underlying consultant’s report has slightly more 
total residual waste arisings, but it will not all be suitable for thermal treatment hence the 
difference.   

 Aberdeenshire Council - a fixed 70ktpa  

The previous modelling assumed a generic additional input of 62,000 tonnes per year in addition to ACCs 
rMSW, resulting in a total EfW facility size of 109,000 tonnes per year.   Amec Foster Wheeler not developed 
detailed mass flow models for the other two partner Councils and have utilised fixed annual tonnage based 
on their stated requirements.  The updated tonnages result in a larger EfW solution would accept up to 
150,000 tpa, and this is what the planning application is being based upon.  Any surplus capacity within a 
150ktpa plant would be taken up by third party waste, but no revenue from this is assumed in order to test 
the option is still viable without reliance on income from third parties. 

2.2 Project Timetable 
The timing assumptions for the options appraisal were updated from the 2013 Business Case to reflect the 
intervening period, and are as follows: 

 Whilst SITA are contracted to provide services until 2025 the Council has the option to take out 
residual waste at any time.   Purely for the purposes of this assessment, all options have been 
assumed to commence full operations in the year 2022, and have been assessed over a 25 
year period to 2047; 

 Options 1 and 3 –.  New EfW procured and constructed by 2022; 

 Option 5 –Long term export of RDF from 2022.  It is assumed that a new offtake contract would 
be entered into on equivalent terms.  

The project timescales will be driven by 4 principal drivers: 

 The Waste (Scotland) Regulations 2012 requirement banning biodegradable waste going 
directly to landfill from 2020;  

 The level and capability of resourcing within the Council’s project team and governance 
structure; 

 The programme and timescales set out for the procurement process; and 
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 The time taken to physically deliver each option.  The highest uncertainty and risk is associated 
with construction of a new EfW. 
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4. Conclusions  

The financial assessment of options re-confirms the previous conclusion that a larger EfW delivers the best 
value for money solution in the long term. 

The analysis broadly follows the expected convention that a larger EfW facility gives a lower nominal price 
than a small one, with Option 3 having a 15% lower NPV over 25 years than Option 1, based on the stated 
assumptions.   

In the event that a larger EfW was not deemed deliverable, the next ranked option in terms of total NPV is 
Option 5 (MT & RDF), with total NPV comparable to Option 3 (3% higher).  RDF export is a competitive 
option for the Council in the short to medium term.  However following the end of the current RDF contract 
there will be an unquantifiable risk of increases in gate fee (as more waste producers seek to access a fixed 
number of energy from waste outlets).  In contrast Option 1 and 2 will allow a stable gate fee price over the 
length of the contract following the construction phase. 

A smaller scale EfW facility (Option 1) would be the most expensive option in NPV terms.  However with both 
Options 1 and 3, once the borrowing has been re-paid the EfW facility would benefit from a step-down in the 
price per tonne for ongoing operations.  The Council would be in ownership of a strategic asset which could 
offer a continued service at much reduced rates, in a similar way that other UK authorities are currently 
benefiting from operating older EfW facilities. 

The 25 year NPV of the options tends to hide the relative changes in future costs over time, due to 
discounting effects on payments in later years.   In those later years the budgetary impacts of high prices 
could place added financial burdens on the Council, albeit the overall 25 year project cost is still value for 
money.   In terms of annual gate fees, Option 5 RDF offtake could be lower than Option 3 until about the 
year 2028, and lower than Option 1 until around the year 2036.  After these points the respective EfW 
options have lower gate fees than RDF offtake. The RDF offtake price and the future inflation assumptions 
have a key influence on the cross over point between the options.    

A number of critical documents will emerge during any procurement this could impact upon final designs and 
costs of the new EfW, including EU Best Available Techniques reference documents due in 2016.    The 
legislation and guidance controlling the pre-treatment and export of RDF is also likely to evolve over coming 
years.  Finally any future introduction of EU incineration taxes or other changes in law could impact upon the 
deliverability and costs of each option. 
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Appendix A  
Waste Flow Model Assumptions 2015  

1. Aberdeen Waste Flow Model 
This paper sets out the modelling assumptions made by Amec Foster Wheeler in support of the options 
assessment. 

The basis of the Waste Flow Model (WFM) is the data by Aberdeen City Council provided in “ACC Profile 

Model V11 - 20130918 xlsx”. 

The waste flow model was developed to replicate the tonnages projected by ACC, and we have not 
attempted to check the appropriateness of the underlying capture assumptions. No time was allowed to look 
at the sensitivity of waste composition versus participation and recognition. The ACC projected capture rates 
appear challenging. Given the absence of a waste sort composition for Aberdeen further work is 
recommended as the project proceeds. 

2014 data was the starting point for the WFM. We have replicated the entire model and provide comments 
below.   Modelled waste arisings match those provided by Aberdeen City. 

The data provided by ACC indicates 54% in 2025 for ACC recycling and 7.4% from further “picking” 

operations totalling 61.4%.   ACC have modelled 65.7% diversion rate for the HWRC as a new HWRC is 
commissioned and/or improvements to other HWRCs are achieved. There is no HWRC picking line modelled 
in the WFM from 2016 onwards when the new HWRC is commissioned. 

Post issuance of the ACC data it was decided to route the HWRC residual waste to the MT plant in Option 5. 
Further instructions were to minimise the cost of the MT plant and capture metals and dense plastics (as per 
SITA proposal for the interim SRF market solution). 

The projected recycling & composting rate including the MT plant in the WFM is 56.4% (2025), which is 
below the ACC modelled rates. This rate does not include IBA metals (which are expected to be minimal as 
metals are captured at the MT plant). Excluding the MT plant contribution, the recycling & composting 
performance in the WFM is 53.6% (2025). 

2. Housing Types 
For modelling purposes we have extracted data from http://www.gro-scotland.gov.uk/files2/stats/household-
estimates/he-12/2012-estimates-households-dllings-Scotland.pdf. 

 Aberdeen City  AMEC model 
Flats 55% HG1(gardened 

properties) 
27% 

Terraced  18% HG2 (garden flats) 5.4% 
Semi-detached 17% HG3 (flats without 

gardens) 
49% 

Detached 11% HG4 (Terraced 
properties without 
gardens) 

17.8% 

 
We have assumed that 10% of the flats have gardens. 

3.  Growth 
For kerbside household waste  this is 3.9% growth in 2013, (minus) -15.38% growth in 2014, 0.15% (2015), 
0.2% (2016), 0.6% (2017), 0.61% (2018) and 0.25% from 2019 to 2025 and 0% from 2026 onwards as 
provided by Aberdeen City “ACC Profile Model V11 - 20130918.xlsx”. 

The non-kerbside streams have different growth profiles. 
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Waste component Sub-component HOUSING 
GROUP 1 & 2 

HOUSING 
GROUP 3 & 4 

Textiles Textiles 1.34% 2.03% 

Textiles Shoes 0.23% 0.35% 

Glass Glass Bottles  9.14% 13.79% 

Glass Glass Jars 0.00% 0.00% 

Glass Other Glass 0.14% 0.22% 

Miscellaneous Combustibles  Treated Wood 0.14% 0.21% 

Miscellaneous Combustibles  Untreated Wood 0.02% 0.03% 
Miscellaneous Combustibles  Furniture 0.90% 1.36% 

Miscellaneous Combustibles  Disposable Nappies 1.44% 2.17% 
Miscellaneous Combustibles  Other Miscellaneous Combustibles 2.35% 3.54% 
Miscellaneous Combustibles  Carpet and Underlay 1.44% 2.18% 
Miscellaneous Non-
combustibles 

Construction and Demolition 1.33% 2.01% 

Miscellaneous Non-
combustibles 

Other Miscellaneous Non-
combustibles 

0.46% 0.70% 

Ferrous Metal Ferrous food  0.79% 1.19% 

Ferrous Metal Ferrous beverage cans 0.00% 0.00% 

Ferrous Metal other ferrous metal 0.40% 0.61% 

Non-ferrous metal  Non-ferrous food  0.20% 0.30% 

Non-ferrous metal  Non-ferrous beverage cans 0.00% 0.00% 

Non-ferrous metal  Other non ferrous metal  0.40% 0.61% 

WEEE white goods 0.00% 0.00% 

WEEE Large electronic goods 0.00% 0.00% 

WEEE TV's and monitors 0.00% 0.00% 

WEEE Other WEEE 0.00% 0.00% 

Hazardous Household Batteries 0.00% 0.00% 

Hazardous Car Batteries  0.00% 0.00% 

Hazardous Engine Oil 0.00% 0.00% 

Hazardous Other potentially hazardous 0.00% 0.00% 

Hazardous Identifiable clinical waste 0.00% 0.00% 

Organic non-catering  Garden Waste  32.95% 0.00% 

Organic non-catering  Soil 0.00% 0.00% 

Organic non-catering  Other Organic 0.18% 0.00% 

Organic catering Home compostable Kitchen Waste 8.47% 12.78% 

Organic catering Non-home compostable Kitchen 
Waste 

7.75% 11.69% 

Fines Fines 1.18% 1.78% 

    100.0% 100.0% 
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5.  Kerbside Recycling 
5.1 Dry Recycling 

Current System coverage & participation– kerbside sort 

HG1 2012 to 2015  

 Coverage 100% 

 Participation 32% to 32.6% 

HG2 2012 to 2015  

 Coverage 100% 

 Participation 32% to 32.6% 

HG3 2012 to 2014  

 Coverage 100% 

 Participation 56.5% to 30.9% 

HG4 2012 to 2014  

 Coverage 100% 

 Participation 56.5% to 30.9% 

Future System coverage & participation– kerbside comingled 

HG1 2016 onwards  

 Coverage 100% 

 Participation rising to 56.9%  

HG2 2016 onwards  

 Coverage 100% 

 Participation 56.9%  

HG3 2015 onwards  

 Coverage 100% 

 Participation rising to 33.3%  

HG4 2015 onwards  

 Coverage 100% 

 Participation rising to 33.3%  

 

 

 

Targeting & Recognition of kerbside Dry Recyclables 
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Targeted Dry Recyclables 2012 - 2014 2015 2017 onwards 

Newspapers 100% 100% 100% 

Magazines 100% 100% 100% 

Other Recyclable Paper  100% 0% 100% 

Paper Packaging 100% 0% 0% 

Liquid Cartons 100% 100% 100% 

Board Packaging 100% 100% 100% 

Card Packaging 100% 100% 100% 

Other Card 100% 0% 100% 

Plastic Bottles 100% 100% 100% 

Other Dense Plastic Packaging  0% 100% 100% 

Other Dense Plastic  0% 100% 100% 

Textiles 0% 100% 100% 

Shoes 0% 100% 100% 

Glass Bottles  100% 100% 100% 

Glass Jars 100% 100% 100% 

Ferrous food  100% 100% 100% 

Ferrous beverage cans 100% 100% 100% 

Non-ferrous food  100% 100% 100% 

Non-ferrous beverage cans 100% 100% 100% 
 

Dry Recyclables Recognition 2025 

Newspapers 94% 

Magazines 95% 

Other Recyclable Paper  50% 

Liquid Cartons 80% 

Board Packaging 53% 

Card Packaging 53% 

Other Card 44% 

Plastic Bottles 90% 

Other Dense Plastic Packaging  52% 

Other Dense Plastic  25% 

Textiles 59% 

Shoes 59% 

Glass Bottles  90% 

Glass Jars 90% 

Ferrous food  85% 

Ferrous beverage cans 90% 

Non-ferrous food  85% 

Non-ferrous beverage cans 90% 
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5.2 Garden & Food waste 

HG1 2012 to 2015:  

 100% coverage  

 90.1% to 94.3% Participation 

 Recognition garden waste 95% 

 Recognition food waste 63% 

5.3 Garden 

HG1 2016 onwards  

 100% coverage  

 Participation 78.9% rising to 79.1% 

 Recognition garden waste 95% 

HG2 2016 onwards  

 100% coverage  

 Participation 72% rising to 75% 

 Recognition garden waste 95% 

5.4 Food waste 

HG1 2016 onwards: 

 100% coverage  

 Participation 78.9% to 79.1%%  

 Recognition food waste 63% 

HG2 2014 onwards: 

 100% coverage  

 Participation 78.9% to 79.1%%  

 Recognition food waste 63% 

HG3 2014 onwards:  

 100% coverage  

 Participation 30% 

 Recognition food waste 63% 

HG1 2014 onwards:  

 100% coverage  

 Participation 30% 

 Recognition food waste 63% 
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5.5 Overall performance 

Recycling & composting rate including MT plant is 56.4% (2025). This does not include IBA metals (which 
are expected to be minimal as metals are captured at the MT plant). 

Without the MT plant, the recycling & composting performance is 53.6% (2025). 

Note: These rates are below the performance data provided by Aberdeen City “ACC Profile Model V11-
20130918.xlsx” which indicates 54% in 2025 for ACC recycling and 7.4% from further “picking” operations 

totalling 61.4%. This is because post issuance of the ACC data it was decided to route the HWRC residual 
waste to the MT plant. Further instructions were to minimise the cost of the MT plant and capture metals and 
dense plastics (as per SITA proposal for the interim SRF market solution). This means that the MT plant 
performance is NOT as good as the ACC modelled “picking line”. 

6. Residual Waste Management 
Three residual waste management options have been modelled: 

 Option 1: EfW sized for Aberdeen City Council only. 

To develop a facility on a site identified within the Council’s boundary with the purpose of 

treating Aberdeen’s residual waste arisings. This would include front end mechanical treatment 
(MT) to recycle plastics and metals, and remove inert fraction, as preparation for an Energy 
from Waste (EfW) facility in line with Scottish Government requirements.  The capital investment 
to provide this facility would be funded directly by the Council, and a partner waste contractor 
engaged to manage the facility’s operational activities on the Council’s behalf.  It offers the 

potential benefit of renewable energy generation within the City. 

 Option 3: A joint Authority EfW for Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Moray 
Council Option 1 EfW (Aberdeen County Council). 

As Option 1, with a larger EfW facility that is sized to take other residual waste.  This other 
waste could be sourced from other public sector bodies or commercial and industrial wastes.  
With this option the MT facility need not be co-located with the EfW, as this could take place at 
the waste source, with the EfW being constructed at a suitable central site.  The capital 
investment to provide this facility would be funded directly by the Council and a partner waste 
contractor engaged to manage operations. 

 Option 5: The continued use of RDF export for Aberdeen City Council through use of the Altens 
RDF Facility post SITA contract. 

The Council is currently progressing an interim treatment solution comprising the preparation of 
waste as Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) prior to export to European EfW facilities. The business 
case considers this waste treatment option also as a long term solution, assessing whether the 
cost of this waste management practice would provide better value for money.  

Projected arisings of residual waste are 73,292 tpa (2015) falling to 55,733tpa as kerbside performance 
improves. 

For Option 3 we have assumed the additional residual waste tonnages: 

 Moray Council 20,000 tpa; and 

 Aberdeenshire Council 70,000 tpa. 

6.1 Option 5 MT (Mechanical Treatment) + RDF 

A 75,000 tpa capacity MT plant is assumed to have been already provided under the current contract with 
SITA from 2022.    The overall performance of the MT plant as modelled is: 

 6.2% recycling (2025) 

 83.3% RDF (2025) 
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 10.5 % landfill (2025) (overall 5.4% of MSW to landfill) 

This is based on the following material captures (metals): 

 Plastic Bottles 70% 

 Other Dense Plastic Packaging 10% 

 Other Dense Plastic 10% 

 Ferrous 83% 

 Non-ferrous 80% 

RDF output is 46,452 tpa. 

Modelling Notes: In the tab “Model Data MT RDF” of the workbook ACC WFM AMEC V8 RDF rev 0 the MBT 

model facility is used as a surrogate for the Residual Waste MT in this model because the MT model facility 

was previously allocated to a HWRC Residual Waste MT plant. In the EfW options there is NO Residual 

Waste MT facility modelled. 

6.2 Option 1 and 3 EfW (Energy from Waste) 

For modelling purposes as the bottom ash and APC residues are treated off-site by a 3rd Party.  The EfW 
performance is assumed to be: 

 % Combusted 71% 

 % Fly Ash 4%, of which; 

 Fly Ash recycled 100% (to remove landfill costs associated with ash from the model 
as a “gate-fee” for ash handling is assumed in the EfW cost model. 

 Fly Ash landfilled 0% (to remove landfill costs associated with ash from the model as 
a “gate-fee” for ash handling is assumed in the EfW cost model. 

  Bottom Ash 25%, of which 

 Bottom Ash recycled 100% (to remove landfill costs associated with ash from the model 
as a “gate-fee” for ash handling is assumed in the EfW cost model. 

 Bottom Ash landfilled 0% (to remove landfill costs associated with ash from the model as 
a “gate-fee” for ash handling is assumed in the EfW cost model. 

 Electricity Production (output): 

 323 kWh(e) / te (for 60ktpa EfW based on NCV of 7.74MJ/kg and net electrical efficiency of 
15%) 

 430 kWh(e) / te (for 60ktpa EfW based on NCV of 7.74MJ/kg, and net electrical efficiency of 
20%) 

7. Other Facilities 
7.1 Windrow 

 12,000 tpa (All costing data removed from the model) 

 
7.2 IVC (food) 

 13,000 tpa (All costing data removed from the model) 

7.3 MRF 

 25,000 tpa (All costing data removed from the model) 
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8. Basis of Costs 
8.1 Treatment Facilities 

60,000 tpa EfW 
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The NCV of the rMSW is on the low side, however this is estimated from the waste flow model and reflects 
the relatively high public recognition rate of paper and plastics (high calorific value) versus the lower 
recognition of food waste.  
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The NCV of the rMSW is on the low side, however this is estimated from the waste flow model and reflects 
the relatively high public recognition rates of paper and plastics (high calorific value) versus the lower 
recognition of food waste.  

Price basis is 2009 to which RPI inflation for EfW capex has been added. Benchmarked against more recent 
information. 

For operating costs the inflation is based on Reagent Base Prices April 2008 (RPI from April 2008 to April 
2015 20.6%). Note RPI all items is 20.9% from 2009 to 2015. 

9. Other Costs 
 Allowance for Grid connection £1,000,000. 

 Allowance for Site purchase £2,200,000 

 Allowance for relocation of culvert £500,000. 

 Landfill Gate Fee £41.4/t : MT reject waste modelled to landfill. No wastes direct to landfill in 
EfW options. 

 Special Waste Landfill Gate Fee £200/t – no waste modelled to Landfill. 

 Landfill tax £82.6/t from 2015 remaining stable 

 No transport costs modelled. 

10. Income 
 Electricity Sale Price £47/MWh. This is increased from the OBC 2013 and assumes a council 

funded option.  It is note that a more conservative approach may be taken by bank/external 
sponsors. 

 3rd Party income for EfW headroom –none modelled by Amec Foster Wheeler. 

 Income from recyclates modelled based on unit costs provided by ACC “'[ACC Profile Model 

V7a.xlsm] tab Unit Costs. – All income from recyclables removed from the model. 

 All paper and card £5/t income. – All income from recyclables removed from the model. 

 All textiles £250/t income. – All income from recyclables removed from the model. 

 All glass wood £5/t income. – All income from recyclables removed from the model. 

 All metals (ferrous & non-ferrous) £250/t income – All income from recyclables removed from 
the model. 
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Appendix B  
EY Value for Money Report 

See separate report submitted to the Council by Ernst & Young LLP on 7 August 2015 “Aberdeen Waste 

Project VFM – Business Case update”. 

 

 






